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Abstract
In the Cauchy problem for asymptotically flat vacuum data the
solution-jets along the cylinder at space-like infinity develop in gen-
eral logarithmic singularities at the critical sets at which the cylinder
touches future/past null infinity. The tendency of these singularities
to spread along the null generators of null infinity obstructs the de-
velopment of a smooth conformal structure at null infinity. For the
solution-jets arising from time reflection symmetric data to extend
smoothly to the critical sets it is necessary that the Cotton tensor
of the initial three-metric h satisfies a certain conformally invariant
condition (∗) at space-like infinity, it is sufficient that h be asymp-
totically static at space-like infinity. The purpose of this article is to
characterize the gap between these conditions. We show that with the
class of metrics which satisfy condition (∗) on the Cotton tensor and
a certain non-degeneracy requirement is associated a one-form κ with
conformally invariant differential dκ. We provide two criteria. If h
is real analytic, κ is closed, and one of it integrals satisfies a certain
equation then h is conformal to static data near space-like infinity. If
h is smooth, κ is asymptotically closed, and one of it integrals satisfies
a certain equation asymptotically then h is asymptotically conformal
to static data at space-like infinity.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this article is to characterize in the class of general time reflection symmet-
ric, asymptotically flat vacuum data the subset of three-metrics which are conformal to
static data in some neighbourhood of or asymptotically conformal to static data at space-
like infinity. We begin by indicating the motivations which determine the particular type
of characterization which will be useful for us.
The correctness of Penrose’s idea that gravitational fields behave asymptotically such
as to admit a conformal boundary at infinity of a certain smoothness ([42], [43]) has been
confirmed under fairly general assumptions for solutions of the Einstein vacuum field equa-
tions with non-vanishing cosmological constant. In the de Sitter-type case (cosmological
constant λ > 0 if the signature (−,+,+,+) is used), it has been shown that vacuum solu-
tions can be obtained by prescribing data on an oriented, compact three-manifold which
is to acquire the meaning of the time-like conformal boundary at future (say) time-like
and null infinity. There is complete freedom to prescribe a three-dimensional conformal
structure, represented by some Riemannian three-metric hab, and an h-divergence free
symmetric tensor field wab. Neither smallness assumptions on the fields hab and wab nor
restrictions on the Yamabe class of the conformal structure of hab are required ([19]).
Moreover, de Sitter space has been shown to be non-linearly stable in the strong sense
that standard Cauchy data sufficiently close to de Sitter data develop into solutions whose
conformal structure extends smoothly to future/past time-like and null infinity ([20]). Fi-
nally, these results have been shown to generalize to the Einstein equations coupled to
conformally sufficiently well behaved matter fields ([22]).
In the case of anti-de Sitter-type solutions the idea of the conformal boundary turned
out to be instrumental in proving the existence of solutions to the vacuum field equations
with negative cosmological constant which admit a smooth, time-like conformal boundary
at null and space-like infinity ([23]). The corresponding initial boundary value problem for
Einstein’s field equations admits the standard freedom of prescribing Cauchy data on a
space-like initial slice (with the appropriate asymptotic behaviour at space-like infinity)
as well as the freedom to prescribe a Lorentzian conformal structure on the boundary.
As usual in such problems, the data have to satisfy consistency conditions where the two
hypersurfaces meet. That this particular initial boundary value problem is quite natural
for the Einstein equations is corroborated by the fact that it admits a formulation which
is manifestly covariant, a feature which should not be taken for granted (cf. [30]).
In the case λ < 0 the non-linear stability question is intrinsically different from that in
the cases where λ ≥ 0. The conformal boundary at space-like and null infinity is time-like
so that the spaces are not globally hyperbolic in the ususal sense and stability statements
will have to include specifications of boundary conditions and choices of boundary data.
Moreover, even in the case of the conformally flat anti-de Sitter (covering) space there does
not exist a smooth and finite conformal representation of past/future time-like infinity.
The case of vanishing cosmological constant and asymptotically flat initial data differs
from the cases λ 6= 0 in principle. Smooth vacuum data for the Cauchy problem in some
suitable class of weighted Sobolev spaces cannot be prescribed completely freely any longer
if the null cone structure of a solution is to extend smoothly to null infinity. For this to
be the case there must be imposed conditions on the Cauchy data near space-like infinity
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([24], [25]). The situation is not precisely understood yet. We consider the present work
as a further step towards identifying the necessary restrictions and the remaining freedom.
It should be emphasized that a detailed understanding of the domains where space-like
and null infinity meet is not of pure academic interest but has practical consequences. As
shown in [31] and further elaborated on in [45] it would provide useful information about
the relation between the nature of the Cauchy data and the structure of fields induced on
null infinity and it would clarify the role of various concepts such as the Newman-Penrose
constants and the Metzner-Bondi-Sachs group which have been discussed at length in the
literature. Moreover, various questions will reduce to straightforward, though possibly
lengthy, calculations. On a different level, it offers possibilities to calculate numerically on
finite grids the future and past evolution of asymptotically flat space-times globally from
standard Cauchy data, including their radiation field and other asymptotic quantities of
physical interest. In any case, if one wishes to make use of the geometric advantages of
smooth conformal boundaries, sufficient insight into the geometrical/physical meaning of
the required restrictions on the Cauchy data is indispensible to understand whether the
insistence on smooth conformal asymptotics unduly restricts our possibilities to model
physical systems.
The stability results on the hyperboloidal initial value problem ([20], [22]) show that
the field equations decide on the asymptotic smoothness at null infinity in any neighbour-
hood of space-like infinity. An insight into the underlying mechanisms requires a careful
analysis of the nature of the evolution process and its precise dependence on the data in
the region where space-like infinity meets null infinity.
Cutler and Wald made an early attempt to circumvent this difficulty by preparing
asymptotically flat Cauchy data for which the behaviour of the corresponding solution
space-time was sufficiently well controlled near space-like infinity to decide whether it
admits hyperboloidal slices to which the results of ([20], [22]) apply. This led to a first,
though very special, result on the existence of radiative solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell
equations which admit a complete, smooth conformal boundary at null infinity ([10]).
The remarkable work on the existence of asymptotically flat solutions to the vacuum
constraints which coincide inside a prescribed ball with some given initial data and outside
a larger ball with some exactly static or stationary data, initiated by Corvino ([7]) and
generalized by Corvino and Schoen ([9]) and by Chrus´ciel and Delay ([14]), led to a similar
construction of a fairly large class of solutions to the vacuum field equations which admit
a complete, smooth conformal structure at null infinity ([8], [13]). However, all these
solutions seem to be special by arising from initial data which are static or stationary in a
full neighbourhood of space-like infinity. There remains the question whether such strong
conditions are necessary to ensure a smooth structure at null infinity.
In the standard conformal compactification of Minkowski space space-like infinity is
represented by a point i0 to which the conformal structure extends smoothly ([43]). Any
Cauchy hypersurface of Minkowski space approaches that point. If one stipulates a similar
picture for asymptotically flat solutions to the vacuum field equations with non-vanishing
mass one finds that Cauchy data for the conformal field equations, which are underlying
the work quoted above, become strongly singular when the Cauchy surface approaches the
point i0. This fact, which reflects the slow fall-off behaviour of the gravitational field near
space-like infinity, is the stumbling block which prevents us from obtaining in the case
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λ = 0 a non-linear stability result which would be as strong and unrestricted as the one
obtained in the de Sitter case.
It is a surprising feature of the vacuum field equation that they admit a different
picture in which the Cauchy problem for asymptotically flat initial data becomes finite
and regular [24]. In this setting, which relies on a particular type of conformal gauge which
away from the initial hypersurface is provided by the conformal space-time structure itself,
the Cauchy data (assumed here, for convenience, to have only one end and simple topology)
for the conformal field equations are given on a three-manifold S˜ diffeomeorphic to an open
ball in R3 whose boundary I0 = ∂S˜ ∼ S2 represents space-like infinity with respect to the
initial slice. The vacuum solution arising from these data lives on a manifold M˜ which is
a bounded neighbourhood of {0} × S˜ in R× S˜, where we identified S˜ with {0} × S˜.
In a particular conformal gauge on the initial slice S˜, the Cauchy data and the con-
formal field equations extend smoothly to all of S¯ = S˜∪ I0. This allows us to attach to M˜
in the given gauge the set I =]− 1, 1[×I0 as a boundary such that {0}× I0 identifies with
I0. This cylinder represents space-like infinity with respect to the solution space-time. It
is important to note that this construction is in no way arbitrary and that the boundary
I is smoothly generated in the given gauge by the (uniquely extended) conformal field
equations from the set I0. What was a Cauchy problem initially is represented now by
an initial boundary value problem. This problem is, however, of a very special kind. The
conformal field equations extend to I so that only the differential operators tangential
to I have non-vanishing coefficients at points of I. Consequently, there is no freedom to
prescribe boundary data.
In the given gauge the space-time metric extends in a smooth but degenerate way to
the set I. This creates no problems. The main objective leading to the picture outlined
above was the desire to obtain a setting which would allow us to discuss in detail the field
equations near space-like and null infinity and it turns out that the equations are regular
and hyperbolic on I and extend with this property also to future/past null infinity J ± if
the conformal structure extends to these sets with sufficient smoothness.
What has been referred to above loosely as the ‘region where space-like infinity meets
null infinity’ is made precise in the present setting by referring to an (arbitrarily small)
neighbourhood of the critical sets I± = {±1} × I0. At these sets, which define the fu-
ture/past boundary of the cylinder I, the sets future/past null infinity J ± come arbitrarily
close to I and the sets I± can in fact be thought of as representing the set of past/future
endpoints of the null generators on future/past null infinity. The field equations are not
any longer hyperbolic at the critical sets and the decision which initial data evolve into
solutions that admit a smooth conformal structure at null infinity takes place precisely at
these sets.
While a cursory glance at the construction of [24] may emphasize unavoidable simi-
larities between this and earlier attempts to relate the structures at space-like and null
infinity, the representation of the field equations and in particular the explicit description
of the critical sets obtained here mark essential differences. The setting discussed in [2]
and related later work hardly lends itself for a detailed study of the field equations. The
sets I and I± are compressed there into one point i0, the rich structure unfolding on I and
I± cannot be seen, and questions of smoothness are resolved by fiat. In [4] is proposed an
analogue of the Bondi expansion for the analysis of space-like infinity. This allows for some
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discussion of the field equations. In particular, the hierachy of linear equations discussed
there bears some similarity to the transport equations on the cylinder I referred to below.
It is hard to see, however, how the setting could be used to analyse the precise relations
between space-like and null infinity and questions of smoothness. The critical sets ‘live
beyond’ this setting.
The setting of [24] requires some ‘decent’ behaviour of the Cauchy data near space-
like infinity but the general class of data for which it makes sense and for which some
smoothness is preserved on the cylinder I has not been worked out yet. To allow for
a convenient first analysis there have been considered in [24] time reflection symmetric
data which admit a smooth conformal compactification at space-like infinity. These data
include the static data. In [15] have been discussed non-time reflection symmetric data
whose underlying metrics admit a smooth conformal compactification at space-like infinity.
But even this requirement can be largely weakened to include, in particular, stationary
Cauchy data, which do not admit a smooth compactification (whose asymptotics is still
somewhat special though ([16])). It has been shown in [26] that for static data and more
recently in [1] that for stationary data the complete setting outlined above, including the
sets I± where space-like infinity I touches the set future/past null infinity J ± as well as
the fields induced there, is smooth.
For sufficiently general data the loss of hyperbolicity at the critical sets leads to a
loss of smoothness at I±. The fact that the cylinder I is a total characteristic has the
consequence that on I the unknown u of the conformal field equations (which comprises
a number of tensor fields) and its derivatives transverse to I, i.e. the solution-jets JpI (u),
p = 0, 1, 2, . . ., on I, are governed by hyperbolic transport equations interior to I (cf. [24],
[26] for more details). The derivatives of u of order p ≥ 1 are subject to linear equations
with forcing terms F p which depend on the solution-jets JqI (u), q ≤ p− 1, of lower order.
The linear equations have been analysed in [24] and in cases which admit sufficient control
on the forcing terms the solutions can be discussed in detail. It turned out that in general
the solution-jets JpI (u) are smooth on I but can develop logarithmic singularities at the
critical sets I±. Because the forcing terms F p become quite complicated with increasing
order p a full analysis of the transport equations is still outstanding, simply because of
the heavy algebra involved.
There are good reasons to assume that the smoothness of the solution-jets JpI (u) at
I± controls the smoothness of the conformal structure at null infinity ([25]). Therefore it
is important to identify those properties of the initial data which give rise to obstructions
to the smoothness of the solution-jets. The most complete results have been obtained
so far in the case of time reflection symmetric data which admit a smooth conformal
compactification. To explain the situation we use a conformal gauge on the initial slice
which is different from the one indicated above. The conformal data are then derived
from a smooth (in our convention negative definite) Riemannian metric h of positive
Yamabe class on a three manifold S ∼ S3 on which there exist a point i ∈ S and function
Ω ∈ C2(S) ∩ C∞(S˜) so that
Ω(i) = 0, DaΩ(i) = 0, DaDbΩ(i) = −2 hab, Ω > 0 on S˜ = S \ {i}, (1.1)
where D denotes the Levi-Civita connection defined by h, and where h˜ = Ω−2 h satisfies
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the vacuum constraints
R[h˜] = 0 on S˜.
Two types of obstructions to the smoothness on the critical sets have been identified in
the case of such data.
(i) There arise obstructions related to the conformal structure of h.
It has been shown in [24] that a necessary condition on h for the solution-jets JpI (u) to
extend smoothly to the critical sets is that the dualized Cotton tensor of h, given by
Bab =
1
2
(DcRda − 1
4
DcRhda) ǫb
cd,
where Rab, R, and ǫabc denote the Ricci tensor, the Ricci scalar, and the totally antisym-
metric tensor density which defines the volume element of h, satisfies
(∗) D{a1 · · ·Dap Bab}(i) = 0 for p = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . .
Here the curved brackets indicate taking the symmetric trace free part of the tensor with
respect to the indices in the curved brackets. At the lowest order p at which (∗) would be
violated the solution-jet JpI (u) would develop logarithmic singularities at the critical sets
which then generate logarithmic singularities also at higher orders.
Condition (∗) has been observed as a regularity requirement for the first time in [21],
which studies the case of vanishing ADM mass. There it has been observed in particular
(cf. also [3]) that
− (∗) is conformally invariant (though a single member of the sequence is in general not
conformally invariant) and thus imposes a restriction on the conformal structure of h,
− data which behave near i like conformally compactified asymptotically flat static data
(discussed in detail below) present a non-trivial class of data which satisfy (∗).
(ii) There arise obstructions related to the conformal scaling of h.
Suppose that there is a neighbourhood U of i in S on which the function Ω and the metric
h are such that the metric h˜ = Ω−2 h on U˜ = U \{i}, which has an asymptotically flat end
at i, satisfies the static vacuum field equations on U˜ (see for details below). As pointed
out above, the solution-jets JpI (u), where u are the Cauchy data for the conformal field
equations derived from h and Ω, then extend smoothly to I±.
Assuming U suitably small, we can consider other conformal factors Ω′ ∈ C2(U) ∩
C∞(U˜) which satisfy conditions (1.1) and which are such that R[Ω′−2 h˜] = 0 on U˜ . Such
functions are obtained by solving the Lichnerowicz equation with suitable boundary data.
One can then write Ω′ = Ω θ with a positive function θ ∈ C2(U) ∩ C∞(U˜) of the form
θ = (1 + Ω1/2W )−2 where W is a solution to (∆h − 18 R[h])W = 0 near i. Assuming θ
to satisfy the conditions θ(i) = 1, Daθ(i) = 0, DaDbθ(i) = 0, which ensure in particular
that the static vacuum data h˜ and the vacuum data θ−2 h˜ on U˜ have the same mass (and
which avoid certain subtleties), J. Valiente Kroon states in particular (and in somewhat
different terms) the following result in [46], [47]:
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The solution-jets JpI (u
′), where u′ are the Cauchy data for the conformal field equations
derived from h and Ω′, are free from logarithmic singularities and extend at all orders p
smoothly to the critical sets if and only if θ − 1 vanishes at i at all orders.
Additional information is required to understand the precise scope of these results.
For convenience it has been assumed in [24] and consequently in [47] that the metric h is
real analytic in some neighbourhood of the point i. The analysis of [15] shows, however,
that this is not necessary. The properties of the fundamental solution of the conformal
Laplace operator with pole at i which are needed in the two articles hold also if h is only
C∞. Moreover, only the derivatives of the data h and Ω at i up to some related finite
order p′ = p′(p) are needed to determine for a given order p the solution-jet JpI (u) on I
and thus on I±. This implies that the results referred to above only depend on the Taylor
coefficients in an expansion of the data h and Ω at i. As a consequence, the results are
less restrictive than may appear at first sight.
To explain that only the asymptotic behaviour of h needs to be restricted in case (i)
considered above, let h and Ω denote again a metric and a conformal factor on U such
that (1.1) holds and h˜ = Ω−2 h satisfies the static field equations on U˜ . Consider metrics
which are of the form
h′ = ϑ2
{
(1− φ)h+ φ hˆ
}
, (1.2)
where ϑ is a smooth positive conformal factor and hˆ some smooth Riemannian metric on S,
the function φ ∈ C∞(S) vanishes at all orders at i, is positive and ≤ 1 on S\{i}, and equal
to 1 on a neighbourhood of S \ U . The metric (1− φ)h+ φ hˆ coincides then at all orders
with the metric h at i and it follows by the observations above that with h also h′ satisfies
(∗). Besides data which are conformal to static data in some punctured neighbourhood of
i there is thus quite a general class of non-analytic C∞ data which satisfy condition (∗)
and which are not conformal to static data in any punctured neighbourhood of i.
To explain the role of the asymptotic behaviour of h in case (ii), let h˜′ be another
metric on U˜ with an asymptotically flat end at i. Assume that it satisfies the vacuum
constraint R[h˜′] = 0 but not necessarily the static field equations in any neighbourhood of
i. If this metric is such that h′ = Ω2 h˜′ extends smoothly (resp. with a certain smoothness)
to all of U and h′ − h vanishes at all orders (up to some order) at i, then the solution-
jets JpI (u
′) determined by the pair (h′,Ω) extend smoothly (up to some order) to the
critical sets. If Ω′ were a different conformal factor with R[Ω′−2 h′] = 0 on U˜ , we could
subject the pair (h′,Ω′) to the analysis of [47] and would find again that (up to some
order) the solution-jets determined by these data extend smoothly to the critical sets if
and only if Ω′ = Ω (up to some order). This seems to indicate that the discussion of
[47] does not require staticity on some neighbourhood of i but only asymptotic staticity at
i. There remains, however, the question whether metrics h′ which bear the relations to
static metrics indicated above do exist. If the requirements are relaxed, as indicated by the
statements in brackets, results of [14] apply which ensure the existence of asymptotically
flat, not necessarily static, vacuum data which coincide near space-like infinity up to an
arbitrarily prescribed order with some static vacuum data. While the restriction to finite
differentiability may in fact be sufficient for practical purposes because the violations
of smoothness of the solution-jets become less severe for increasing order p ([24], [26]),
we concentrate here on the C∞ case to get a complete understanding of the situation.
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Therefore it is of interest that the techniques and arguments provided by [14] allow one
to show the existence of metrics h˜′ for which h′ − h vanishes at all orders at i ([12]).
The discussion above suggests that staticity, possibly in an asymptotic sense, plays a
distinguished role when it comes to deciding whether a time reflection symmetric vacuum
solution develops smooth conformal asymptotics at null infinity. The connection is fairly
clear for the class of data considered in case (ii), the relation is not so tight in case (i).
In the examples (1.2) staticity is used, though only in an asymptotic sense. It is not
clear, however, whether this is necessary. So far it cannot be excluded that there exist
data for which the solution-jets extend smoothly to the critical set while the data are not
asymptotically static at i.
Several steps are required to find the answer:
− Assuming (∗), one needs to control the algebraic structure of the forcing terms F p well
enough to decide whether the solution jets JpI (u) develop logarithmic singularities at
I±,
− if they do, the precise conditions on the initial data u|S¯ need to be derived which ensure
that the singular terms drop out,
− these conditions must be translated into meaningful, possibly geometric, statements on
the initial data h and Ω.
These steps are already quite difficult in the case (ii) where a regular static reference
solution is available and everything reduces to controlling the one function θ. They are
more difficult in the case (i), where no comparison solution is available and even changes
in the conformal structure of the metric h may be required. It is not clear what to
expect in the third step. Recognizing condition (∗) in the context of [24] was considerably
simplified because it was known already from [21]. It is not obvious at all, however,
whether and which conditions beyond (∗) have necessarily to be imposed on the conformal
structure of the data to guarantee regularity at null infinity if the scaling of the metric is
chosen appropriately. But certainly we will have to understand how the set of conformally
static data is embedded in the set of data which satisfy (∗) and by which conditions the
conformally static data are singled out.
As a preparation for this investigation has been derived in [27] a characterization of
the static data which is complete and well adapted to our analysis. Secondly, it has been
shown in [28], [29] that the map which relates static data to their conformal classes is
injective if a few exceptional cases, that admit conformal Killing fields, are omitted.
In the present article we derive under a non-degeneracy assumption, which excludes,
in particular, the exceptional cases, a criterion that allows one to decide whether a metric
which satisfies (∗) is conformal to static vacuum data up to some order, in some asymptotic
sense, or on some neighbourhood of i.
Though we mentioned above that analyticity is not required in the present context, it
turns out technically convenient to assume it in a first analysis because it allows one to put
certain questions into a geometric setting and to recognize arguments which are difficult
to see in the context of messy recursive procedures. All our basics results can be derived
recursively in the C∞ setting, however, and the arguments are given after obtaining the
analytic results.
A second aspect which permeates the following analysis is the fact that we are only
interested in the structure of the data on an unspecified small neighbourhood of the point
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i which represents space-like infinity. Without pointing it out in each case, this neighbour-
hood will always be assumed to (and, in fact, can) be chosen such that the requirements
and statements we make are correct.
We comment on the structure of the article. In section 2 we state our problem more
precisely, recall a few results on static data, give formal definitions of notions of asymptotic
staticity, and comment on the C∞ case.
In section 3 we derive the basic equation (of second order) which needs to be solvable
for a conformal factor ω in order for a metric h to be conformal to a static datum. This
equation poses three problems: it contains a term which is highly singular at the point i,
it is highly overdetermined, and it does not seem to fix the differential of ω at i though
the results of [28] and [29] tell us that this differential cannot be chosen arbitrarily.
In section 4 we discuss properties of a conformal gauge which is used in section 5 to
control the properties of a fundamental solution. Assuming h to be real analytic near i, we
study in section 6 the extension of our setting into the complex domain. With the same
assumption it is shown in section 7 that condition (∗) is precisely the condition which
ensures the regularity of our basic equation. After this it is shown that the same result
holds in the C∞ case.
In the subsequent sections we only consider metrics which satisfy (∗). In section 8
consequences of the overdeterminedness of the basic equation are analysed. It turns out
that this is done most conveniently in terms of a certain conformal density tab which
exists and is smooth for metrics satisfying (∗). It shares various properties with the
(dualized) Cotton tensor. We use it to rewrite our basic equation and to derive a certain
consistency condition. This equation, which can be read as a PDE of first order for ω
that is implicit and again overdetermined, allows us to derive our main results, which are
stated in Theorems 8.2 and 8.3. With a certain non-degeneracy assumption the consistency
condition determines the value of dω at i uniquely. This solves the third problemmentioned
above. The condition furthermore suggests the definition a 1-form κ whose differential dκ is
conformally invariant. The requirements that this 1-form be closed and one of its integrals
satisfy a certain equation provide a criterion under which the metric is conformal to a
static one near i if it is assumed to be analytic near i. Theorem 8.3 considers the C∞ case
and asymptotic staticity. It should be said that the non-degeneracy assumption is made
only for convenience. Cases where it is violated simply need a more detailed analysis. In
the final part of section 8 we analyse some aspects of the criterion in more detail.
In section 9 we finally indicate how our criterion is to be used in the analysis of the
solution-jets on the cylinder at space-like infinity. With the results mentioned above,
showing that our criteria are implied by the regularity requirement on the solution-jets at
the critical sets comes close to showing that the necessary and sufficient condition for the
solution-jets to extend smoothly to the critical sets is that the initial metric h behaves at
space-like infinity asymptotically like static data1. While the need for such a condition
1The complete proof requires the understanding of certain degenerate situations. The
analysis of [47] needs to be extended to deal with the fact that the relation between static
data and their conformal classes is not one-to-one ([28], [29]) and the present analysis
should be extended to cover also the cases which have been excluded by the non-degeneracy
requirement on tab in Theorem 8.2.
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was certainly not forseen when the concept of the conformal boundary was introduced, it
appears to be a most natural requirement if there must be imposed specific restrictions on
time reflection symmetric Cauchy data at space-like infinity at all.
In the articles [27], [28], [29] have only been considered conformal extensions of asymp-
totically flat static vacuum data. They are defined explicitly and uniquely in terms of
structures associated with the static data. Because the data considered in this article are
more general we add an appendix in which it is shown that the conformal extensions are
unique up to conformal diffeomorphisms and that conformal maps of asymptotically flat
spaces induce under a suitable assumption conformal maps of the conformally extended
spaces. This removes, in particular, an assumption made in the articles [28], [29]. After
this work was completed it was pointed out to us that some results of the appendix have
been already discussed in [11].
There is some inevitable overlap of the present analysis with that of [24] and some of
the arguments are given in more detail here because we expect to need them in subsequent
work. We do not point out the relationship in each case.
Acknowledgements: I would like to thank Sergio Dain and Robin Graham for discus-
sions and the members of the relativity group of Dunedin for discussions and hospitality.
2 The problem
We are interested in certain asymptotic properties of smooth, asymptotically flat (for con-
venience one end only), time reflection symmetric initial data sets for Einstein’s vacuum
field equations which admit smooth conformal compactifications and satisfy an additional
decay condition at infinity. In technical terms, which allow us to specify this condition, it
means that we consider smooth, compact, three-dimensional (negative definite) Rieman-
nian spaces (S, h) with a distinguished point i ∈ S such that
(i) (S, h) has positive Yamabe number, i.e.
Y (S, h) = − inf
{ϑ∈C∞(S),ϑ>0}
∫
S
(DaϑD
aϑ+ 18 Rϑ
2) dµ
(
∫
S ϑ
6 dµ)1/3
> 0, (2.1)
(ii) h is not locally conformally flat near i,
(iii) h satisfies the condition
D{a1 · · ·Dap Bab}(i) = 0 for p = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , p∗. (2.2)
Here D denotes the covariant derivative operator, dµ the volume element defined by h,
Rab, R, Lab = Rab − 1
4
Rhab, Bacd = D[c Ld]a, Bab = 1/2 Bacd ǫb
cd,
the Ricci tensor, the Ricci scalar, the Schouten tensor, the Cotton tensor of h respectively.
By T{a1...aq}aq+1...aq+p we denote the tensor obtained from a given tensor Ta1...aqaq+1...aq+p
by taking the part of it which is symmetric and h-trace free with respect to the indices
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enclosed by the curly brackets. Finally, p∗ is either a fixed positive integer or p∗ = ∞ in
which case the requirement on Bab is to be satisfied for all p ∈ N and (2.2) coincides with
condition (∗) of the introduction.
Condition (i) ensures the existence of a unique function Ω ∈ C2(S) ∩ C∞(S˜) which
satisfies
Ω = 0, DaΩ = 0, DaDbΩ = −2 hab at i, Ω > 0 on S˜ ≡ S \ {i}, (2.3)
and the equation
Lh (Ω
−1/2) = 4 π δi on S. (2.4)
Here Lh = ∆h − 18 R[h] denotes the conformal Laplacian where ∆h = DaDa and δi the
Dirac density of weight one at i (and thus in i-centered normal coordinates the usual Dirac
measure δ0). These properties imply that h˜ ≡ Ω−2 h has vanishing Ricci scalar and the
space (S˜, h˜) represents in fact an asymptotically flat initial data set for Einstein’s vacuum
field equations with vanishing second fundamental form for which the point i represents
space-like infinity.
Condition (ii) and the positive mass theorem imply that these initial data sets have
ADM mass
m > 0. (2.5)
Our main reason for requiring Bab not to vanish identically on some neighbourhood of i
is, however, that otherwise the data would be conformal to the static Schwarzschild data
on that neighbourhood and the following analysis would become trivial.
The evolution in time of initial data as described above has been analysed in [24] in
a neighbourhood of the ‘critical sets’ at which space-like infinity ‘touches’ null infinity.
In this context, condition (iii) has been obtained as a necessary requirement on the data
for the solution space-time to extend in a certain sense smoothly to the critical sets.
Understood as a sequence of conditions for 0 ≤ p ≤ p∗, (2.2) is conformally invariant
([21]) and therefore relevant for the initial data (S˜, h˜).
To analyse the strength of condition (2.2), which is our main interest, it suffices to
consider the metric h and its associated structures on some open neighbourhood U of i.
This neighbourhood can and will be assumed to be sufficiently small for the following
statements to be correct. With the restriction to such a neighbourhood we will loose sight
of the global condition (i) which will therefore be ignored in the following.
We recall some facts which have been discussed in detail, though in somewhat different
notation, in [15]. Assuming h to be smooth, a convenient local representation of the
function Ω near i is obtained as follows. Given the ADM-mass m > 0 of the initial data
set we write µ = m2/4. Then there exist C∞ functions ρ, w on U which satisfy
ρ = 0, Daρ = 0, DaDbρ = −2µhab at i, ρ > 0 on U˜ ≡ U \ {i}, (2.6)
and
Lh (ρ
−1/2 + w) =
4 π√
µ
δi on U. (2.7)
the factor µ−1/2 is inserted on the right hand side to simplify some of the the expressions
below. The C∞ function Lh(w) vanishes at all orders at the point i and the function w
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is determined up to replacements w → w + w′ with smooth solutions w′ to Lh (w′) = 0.
Because this equation admits solutions with w′(i) 6= 0 we can assume w to be chosen such
that w(i) = 0. Assuming (2.6), we can write equation (2.7) equivalently
0 = Σ[h, ρ] ≡ 2 ρ s−DaρDaρ+ 1
6
Rρ2 − ρˇ on U with s = 1
3
∆h ρ, (2.8)
where ρˇ = 43 ρ
5/2 Lh(w) is smooth and vanishes at all orders at i.
If h is (real) analytic the function ρ is analytic and w = 0, ρˇ = 0 in (2.7) and
(2.8) ([33]). Taking derivatives of the right hand side of equation (2.8), requiring them to
vanish at i and using (2.6), one finds that DaDbDcρ(i) = 0. Given this, a direct calculation
shows that the Taylor expansion of ρ at i is determined uniquely by (2.6), (2.8) because ρˇ
vanishes at all orders at i. In the analytic case the function ρ is thus determined uniquely
by (U, h, µ) and can in fact be considered as a functional of h multiplied by µ. In the
following it will be important that the expression of the Taylor coefficients of ρ at i in
terms of quantities derived from h and µ are independent of h being smooth or analytic.
The function ρ and the associated tensor field
Σab[h, ρ] ≡ DaDbρ− s hab + ρ (1− ρ) sab, (2.9)
with s given as in (2.8) and the trace free part sab = Rab − 13 Rhab of the Ricci tensor,
will play central roles in the following discussion. We set
Λa[h, ρ] ≡ Da s+ (1− ρ) sabDb ρ+ 1
6
RDaρ+
1
12
ρ (1− ρ)DaR, (2.10)
Ξbca[h, ρ] ≡ (1− ρ)Bbca − 2D[cρ sa]b −Dd ρ sd[c ha]b. (2.11)
Ξab[h, ρ] ≡ 1
2
Ξacd ǫb
cd = (1− ρ)Bab −Dcρ sd(a ǫb) cd. (2.12)
A direct calculation which uses the Bianchi identity
Dasab =
1
6
DbR, (2.13)
and the decomposition of the curvature tensor
Rabcd = 2 (ha[c Ld]b + hb[d Lc]a), (2.14)
valid in three dimensions, then gives (suppressing the argument [h, ρ]) the identities
Λa =
1
2
DeΣea (2.15)
D[cΣa]b +
1
2
De Σe[c ha]b = ρ Ξbca, (2.16)
DaΣ = 2 ρΛa − 2DbρΣba + 1
6
ρ3DaR−Daρˇ. (2.17)
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Static vacuum data
Let us assume that h satisfies the equations
R[h] = 0 and Σab[h, ρ] = 0 on U. (2.18)
The identities above then imply that Λa = 0, Ξabc = 0, Da(Σ + ρˆ) = 0 on U whence
Σ = −ρˇ on U because Σ + ρˇ = 0 at i by (2.6).
If we assume in addition that h is analytic then ρˇ = 0 whence Σ = 0. Setting then
v =
1−√ρ
1 +
√
ρ
and h˜ = Ω−2∗ h with Ω∗ =
ρ
µ (1 +
√
ρ)2
on U˜ = U \ {i}, (2.19)
and using the transformation law of the Ricci tensor under conformal rescalings, one finds
that v and h˜ satisfy the equations
Rab[h˜]− 1
v
D˜aD˜bv = 0, ∆h˜ v = 0, (2.20)
which imply that the Lorentz metric g˜ = v2 dt2 + h˜ defines a Lorentzian asymptotically
flat solution to Einstein’s vacuum field equations on M = R× U˜ which is static.
It is well known ([5]) that asymptotically flat solutions to the static vacuum field
equations (2.20) admit conformal extensions at space-like infinity with a rescaled metric h
which is real analytic near i in suitable coordinates (so that (2.7) holds with w = 0) and
satisfies the conformal static field equations (2.18).
It follows then that
0 = Ξab[h, µ] = (1 − ρ)Bab −Dcρ sd(a ǫb) cd, (2.21)
which implies
0 = BabD
aρDbρ near i, (2.22)
and thus condition (2.2) with p∗ =∞ ([21], see also section 6). Because of the conformal
invariance of (2.2), data which are conformal to static vacuum data near space-like infinity
thus represent a class of data which satisfy condition (2.2) in a non-trivial way. This implies
the existence of a large class of time-reflection symmetric, asymptotically flat vacuum
data which are C∞ and satisfy (2.2) in a non-trivial way. The examples pointed out in
the introduction have in common, however, that they behave asymptotically like metrics
which are conformal to static vacuum metrics.
If above we had just required that h were C∞, that R[h] = 0 near i (a conformal gauge
that can locally always be achieved), and that Σab[h, ρ] only vanished at all orders at i,
we would have concluded that h˜ and v satisfy the static vacuum equations asymptotically
in the sense that the fields on the left hand sides of equations (2.20) have, in terms
of coordinates exhibiting the asymptotic flatness of the metric h˜, arbitrarily fast fall-off
behaviour at space-like infinity. Similarly we would have concluded that the fields on the
right hand sides of equations (2.21) and (2.22) vanish at all orders at i from which we
would again have obtained (2.2) with p∗ =∞.
In this article we would like to answer the following question. Suppose h is a smooth
metric which satisfies condition (∗), does there exist a criterion which allows us to decide
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whether h is in fact conformal to a metric which behaves at space-like infinity asymptoti-
cally like a static datum ?
Though the meaning of the question should be intuitively clear the following definition
allows us to explain some subtle distinctions.
Definition 2.1 Let (S˜, h˜) denote a smooth, time reflection symmetric, asymptotically flat
vacuum data set (one end only) and S˜′ a (in the following suitably chosen) neighbourhood
of space-like infinity in S˜. We say that (S˜, h˜) is
(i) asymptotically static of order j for some given positive integer j if there exists a
static, asymptotically flat vacuum data set (N˜ , k˜, v) and a diffeomorphism
ψ : N˜ → S˜′ so that ψ∗h˜− k˜ = O(|z|−j) as |z| → ∞, where za denote coordinates
on N˜ in which k˜ab = −(1 + 2m|z| ) δab +O(|z|−(1+ǫ)) as |z| → ∞ with some ǫ > 0,
(ii) weakly asymptotically static if it is asymptotically static of order j for all j ∈ N,
(iii) asymptotically static if there exists a static, asymptotically flat vacuum data set
(N˜ , k˜, v) and a diffeomorphism ψ : N˜ → S˜′ so that ψ∗h˜− k˜ = O(|z|−j) for all
j ∈ N as |z| → ∞, where za denote coordinates as in (i),
(vi) static near space-like infinity if there exists a static, asymptotically flat vacuum
data set (N˜ , k˜, v) and a diffeomorphism ψ : N˜ → S˜′ so that ψ∗h˜− k˜ = 0.
More generally, (S˜, h˜) will be said to be: (i’) conformal to data which are asymptotically
static of order j, (ii’) conformal to data which are weakly asymptotically static, (iii’)
conformal to asymptotically static data, (iv’) conformal to static data near space-like
infinity respectively, if the requirements of (i) - (iv) hold with the relation ψ∗h˜− k˜ replaced
by ψ∗h˜ − θ2 k˜ where θ denotes a smooth conformal factor θ such that c ≤ θ ≤ c−1 on N˜
with some constant c > 0.
In both hierarchies any given condition implies the preceding one. If (S˜, h˜) in (iii)
is such that (N˜ , k˜, v) and ψ can be chosen so that ψ∗h˜ is real analytic, it also satisfies
(iv). The discussion in the introduction shows, however, that there exist C∞ spaces (S˜, h˜)
satisfying (iii) which are not static in any neighbourhood of space-like infinity. Even if
(S˜, h˜) in (ii) is such that for any given j the space (N˜ , k˜, v) and the map ψ can be chosen
so that ψ∗h˜ is real analytic and the condition of (i) is satisfied, condition may (iv) not
necessarily follow. It has been shown in [27] that any static vacuum data set (N˜ , k˜, v) is
defined uniquely up to diffeomorphisms by a sequence of ‘null data’. The map ψ allows
one to associate with (S˜, h˜) null data up to some order j′ = j′(j). Without further analysis
there is, however, no reason to assume that the fact that this can be done for all j ∈ N
implies that there can be associated with (S˜, h˜) a unique sequence of null data which
satisfy the convergence requirement found in [27].
Property (ii′) is of particular interest here. Data (S˜, h˜) which satisfy it are at present
the most general ones known to guarantee, possibly after the suitable conformal rescaling,
a smooth extension of the solution jets to the critical sets.
In the category of conformally compactified C∞ metrics our problem is a question
about the structure of the Taylor expansions of the metrics at the point i. The direct
analysis is not only awkward, however, but it is also not easy to see how the argument
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could go. For convenience we shall therefore consider at various occasions metrics which
are real analytic on some neighbourhood U of i. This will allow us to study some of the
relevant subproblems in closed form. Once the basic argument is understood the results
can then also be obtained by successive order for order arguments in the C∞ case.
3 The basic equation
To discuss the nature of our problem more closely, we need the following consequence of
the conformal covariance of Lh which slightly generalizes Lemma 2.1 of ([28]).
Lemma 3.1 Assume that the C∞ initial data set (S, h) with ADM mass m satisfies con-
ditions (i) - (iii) so that µ = m2/4 > 0 and ρ is given on some neighbourhood U of i. Let
m′ a positive number and ϑ be a positive solution of the equation
Lh(ϑ) = 0 on U. (3.1)
If we set h′ab = ϑ
4 hab then the Ricci scalar of the metric h
′ satisfies R[h′] = 0 on U and
the functions ρ′ = µ
′
µ (ϑ(i)ϑ)
2 ρ, w′ =
√
µ
µ′ (ϑ(i)ϑ)
−1 w satisfy
Lh′(
1√
ρ′
+ w′) =
4 π√
µ′
δ′i,
where δ′i denotes the density which coincides with the standard Dirac measure δ0 in i-
centered h′ normal coordinates. Conditions (2.6) hold with ρ, µ, and D replaced by ρ′,µ′
and the derivative operator D′ of h′, w′(i) = 0, and Lh′(w′) vanishes at all orders at i.
Assuming that m′ = m, ϑ(i) = 1 and writing ω = ϑ−2 we have
h′ab = ω
−2 hab, ρ′ = ω−1 ρ, (3.2)
ω(i) = 1. (3.3)
It will be convenient to rewrite equation (3.1), which reads in the new notation
Lh(ω
−1/2) = −1
8
ω−5/2R[h′] = 0, (3.4)
in the form
0 = Σˆ[h, ω] ≡ 2ω t−DaωDaω + 1
6
R[h]ω2 with t =
1
3
∆hω. (3.5)
We note that there is still a considerable freedom in choosing the function ω.
To express
Σab[h
′, ρ′] = D′aD
′
bρ
′ − s′ h′ab + ρ′(1− ρ′) s′ab,
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in terms of h and ρ, we use
D′a ρ
′ = ω−1Daρ− ω−2 ρDaω,
D′aD
′
b ρ
′ = ω−1DaDb ρ− ω−2 ρDaDb ω − ω−2 habDcωDcρ+ ω−3 ρ habDcωDcω,
s′ h′ab =
{
ω−1 s− ω−2DcωDcρ− ρ
(
1
3
ω−2∆hω − ω−3DcωDcω
)}
hab,
which give with the general transformation law
s′ab ≡ sab[h′] = sab[h] + ω−1DaDbω −
1
3
hab ω
−1∆hω, (3.6)
the relation
Σab[h
′, ρ′] =
1
ω
Σab[h, ρ]− ρ
2
ω3
Σˆab[h, ω], (3.7)
with
Σˆab[h, ω] = DaDbω − hab t+ ω (1− ω) sab. (3.8)
We note that (3.7) holds for arbitrary positive conformal factors ω, because equations
(3.3), (3.5) have not been used to derive this relation and there has not been assumed a
particular conformal scaling of h. If h′′ = ϑ−2h′, ρ′′ = ϑ−1 ρ′ with some smooth function
ϑ > 0 on U repeated application of the relations above gives
Σab[h
′′, ρ′′] =
1
ϑ
Σab[h
′, ρ′]− ρ
′2
ϑ3
Σˆ[h′, ϑ] (3.9)
=
1
ϑω
Σab[h, ρ]− ρ
2
(ϑω)3
{
ϑ2 Σˆab[h, ω] + ω Σˆab[h
′, ϑ]
}
,
which implies the transformation law
Σˆab[h, ϑω] = ϑ
2 Σˆab[h, ω] + ω Σˆab[h
′, ϑ], (3.10)
of the functional Σˆab, which is non-linear in the second argument. Similarly we get the
transformation law
Σˆ[h′, ϑ] = ϑ2 Σˆ[h, ω]− 1
6
ϑ2 R[h′] +
1
6
R[h′′]. (3.11)
For later use we note some general relations (suppressing [h, ω]). Direct calculations
which use (2.13), (2.14) give
DcΣˆab = DcDaDbω − habDct+ (1 − 2ω)Dcω sab + ω (1− ω)Dcsab (3.12)
= DaDcDbω −Rd bcaDdω − habDct+ (1− 2ω)Dcω sab + ω (1− ω)Dcsab
DcΣˆca = 2Dat+ 2 (1− ω) sabDbω + 1
3
RDaω +
1
6
ω (1− ω)DaR, (3.13)
16
D[c Σˆa]b +
1
2
De Σˆe[c ha]b = ω {(1− ω)Bbca − 2D[cω sa]b −Deω se[c ha]b}, (3.14)
DaΣˆ = ωD
c Σˆca − 2Dcω Σˆca + 1
6
ω3DaR. (3.15)
To show that smooth data (S, h) satisfying conditions (i) - (iii) are on some neighbour-
hood U of i conformal to static data, it is by (3.7), (3.8) necessary to show the existence
of a smooth function ω on U with ω(i) = 1 that satisfies (3.5) and the basic equation
DaDbω− hab t+ ω (1− ω) sab−ω2 fab = 0 with fab = fab[h, ρ] = ρ−2Σab[h, ρ]. (3.16)
If h and ω where real analytic this would also be sufficient. To show that the data (S, h)
are asymptotically conformal to static data in the sense that h could be rescaled so that
the field Σab[h
′, ρ′] in (3.7) vanishes at all orders at i one would have to find a solution ω
of (3.5) so that the term on the left hand side of equation (3.16) vanishes at all orders at i.
Even if we ignore the question of analyticity here, these tasks are complicated by several
features of (3.5), (3.16).
The system (3.16) is highly singular at i.
In coordinates xa with origin at i we have ρ2 = O(|x|4) as xa → 0. Thus we can
only expect to find a smooth solution ω if fab admits a smooth extension to a whole
neighbourhood of i. As shown below, this can be true only if the Taylor coefficients of Σab
at i satisfy conditions at any order. Dividing both sides of (3.7) by ρ′2 and assuming ω to
be an arbitrary smooth positive conformal factor on U gives the relation
fab[h
′, ρ′] = ω fab[h, ρ]− 1
ω
Σˆab[h, ω], (3.17)
which shows that the possibility to extend fab as a smooth (real analytic) function to U
only depends on the conformal class of h.
We add a few observations concerning the function fab. Where defined, fab is sym-
metric and h-trace free. From
Dcfab = ρ
−2DcΣab − 2 ρ−3DcρΣab = ρ−2DcΣab − 2 ρ−1Dcρ fab,
follows with (2.8), (2.15), (2.17)
Dafab =
2
ρ3
(ρΛa −DaρΣab) = −1
6
DaR. (3.18)
The divergence of fab thus extends smoothly without any assumption. Moreover, with
(2.16) follows
D[cfa]b+
1
2
Defe[c ha]b = ρ
−2
(
D[cΣa]b +
1
2
DeΣe[c ha]b
)
−2 ρ−1
(
D[cρΣa]b +
1
2
DeρΣe[c ha]b
)
= ρ−1
{
(1− ρ)Bbca − 2D[cρ sa]b −Deρ se[c ha]b − 2D[cρ fa]b −Deρ fe[c ha]b
}
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whence
2 (1− ρ)Bbd − 2Dcρ (sa(b + fa(b) ǫd) ca = ρ
(
Dcfab +
1
2
Defec hab
)
ǫd
ca, (3.19)
and, using (3.18),
ρD[cfa]b = (3.20)
1
12
ρD[cRha]b + (1 − ρ)Bbca − 2D[cρ sa]b −Deρ se[c ha]b − 2D[cρ fa]b −Deρ fe[c ha]b.
If fab admits an analytic extension to some neighbourhood of i this implies a relation
between fab and Bab. It will be used in section 8.
The system (3.5), (3.16) is highly overdetermined.
Assume that fab extends smoothly to a neighbourhood of i. To some extent the
situation is then ameliorated by the following observation.
Lemma 3.2 Any solution on U to (3.16) which satisfies ω(i) = 1 and Σˆ(i) = 0, i.e.
2 t = DaωD
aω − 1
6
R[h] at i, (3.21)
also satisfies equation (3.5) on U .
In fact, (3.15), (3.16), (3.18) imply
DaΣˆ = ωD
c (ω2 fca)− 2Dcω Σˆca + 1
6
ω3DaR
= ω3Dcfca + 2D
c ω (ω2 fca − Σˆca) + 1
6
ω3DaR = 0.

Thus apart from requiring ω(i) = 1 and the relation (3.21), which fixes the value of t
at i once
ca ≡ Daω(i), (3.22)
is known, we are left with (3.16). It may look somewhat odd that a condition of second
order at i has to be specified above but this becomes plausible with the following obser-
vation. Applying to both sides of equation (3.16) the covariant derivative Dc, commuting
derivatives on the right hand side, contracting, and observing (3.18) gives the integrability
condition
0 = Λˆa[h, ω] ≡ Dat+ (1− ω) sacDcω + 1
6
RDaω +
1
12
ωDaR − ω facDcω, (3.23)
which may require the specification of t(i).
The overdeterminedness does not leave much freedom. If ] − a, a[∋ τ → γ(τ) ∈ U ,
a > 0, denotes a geodesic with unit tangent vector γ˙a and γ(0) = i the equations
γ˙a γ˙b (Σˆab[h, ω]− ω2 fab) = 0, γ˙a (Σˆab[h, ω]− ω2 fab) = 0, γ˙a Λˆa[h, ω] = 0,
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can then be read as a system of ODE’s for the quantities ω, Daω, t along the geodesic γ.
Solving it along all such geodesics with initial conditions
ω(i) = 1, γ˙aDaω(i) = γ˙
a ca, t(i) =
1
2
ca c
a − 1
12
R[h],
gives smooth fields ω, Daω, t on U . It follows that if there exists a positive solution ω
of (3.16) it is uniquely determined by ca and it is smooth resp. real analytic if h satisfies
this requirement. This does not answer the question, however, whether there does exist
a solution to (3.16). In fact, it is not clear whether the fields denoted here by Daω and t
can be obtained from the given function ω by taking suitable derivatives. There remains
a somewhat subtle problem.
What determines the value of ca ?
Assume that h is conformally flat near i. Since the question we wish to answer only
depends on the conformal structure of h we can assume h to be flat near i. Let xa be
i-centered h-normal coordinates near i so that hab = −δab. Then ρ = (x, x) ≡ δab xa xb
and it follows that Σab = 0. The geodesics γ are given by the curves τ → xa(τ) = τ xa∗
with (x∗, x∗) = 1 and the equations above take the form
d2
dτ2
ω + t = 0,
d
dτ
Daω − t ka = 0, d
dτ
t = 0.
The solution, given by
t = −2 (c, c), Daω = 2 ca − 2 (c, c)xa, ω = 1− 2 (x, c) + (c, c) (x, x),
defines also a solution to (3.16). The metric h′ab = −ω−2 δab so obtained is again flat,
it holds h′ab = (f∗h)ab where the diffeomorphism f , which maps a neighbourhood of i
onto another such neighbourhood, is given in our coordiates xa by the special conformal
transformation
xa → fa(xc) = 1
ω
(xa − (x, x) ca) .
In this case the choice of ca is completely free.
In the case where h is not conformally flat near i the situation is more complicated.
Assume that h satisfies equations (2.18). We could then try again to solve equation (3.16)
for some initial datum ca 6= 0. If there existed a solution ω, both metrics, h and h′ = ω−2 h,
would satisfy equations (2.18) with dω 6= 0 in a neighbourhood of i. It has been shown in
[28], [29], however, that this can be the case only for a very restricted class of solutions
and that ca must be related in those cases in a special way to the solution h. In general,
(3.16) is solvable only for a unique choice of ca, if it is solvable at all.
4 The central-harmonic gauge
Some of the following considerations will simplify if the conformal scaling of h is suitably
normalized. There are several ways to restrict the conformal freedom of h near i, but
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in general it is not possible to remove it completely. In general, specifying a conformal
gauge leaves the freedom to specify the value of the conformal factor and its differential
at i. This is related to the fact that dilations and special conformal transformations map
certain neighbourhoods of the origin in Minkowski space conformally onto each other.
The conformal scalings most suited to our purposes seem to be the ones in which the
metric h has the property that its coefficients hab in i-centered normal coordinates satisfy
the relation
det(hab) = −1 near i. (4.1)
The coordinates so obtained have been occasionally referred to as conformal normal co-
ordinates. In [32] the same terminology was used for coordinates defined in a completely
different way and related to a different type of normalized conformal scaling and in sec-
tion 8 will be mentioned still another gauge which has also been referred to as a conformal
normal gauge. To avoid any confusion we shall not use that name here. Following [44]
(cf. also [36]) with some simplification, we shall refer to metrics satisfying (4.1) as being
given in a central harmonic (conformal resp. coordinate) gauge, always assuming that the
center referred to is given by the point i.
For real analytic Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian spaces (S, h′) of dimension n ≥ 3
the existence of conformal scalings leading to (4.1) with respect to a prescribed center point
has been discussed in [36]. It was shown there that for prescribed values ϑ(i) > 0 and
dϑ ∈ T ∗i S there exists a unique real analytic function ϑ near i which assumes these values
at i and for which the metric h = ϑ2 h′ satisfies in i-centered harmonic coordinates the
condition (4.1). The existence of such scalings in Riemannian spaces has been discussed
in [6] in the C∞ and in [37] for suitable values of k and α in the Ck,α category.
As mentioned in the references above, the central harmonic gauge can be characterized
by several useful conditions, which we discuss in the 3-dimensional Riemannian case.
Condition (4.1) is saying that the exponential map expi is volume preserving. Let U
denote a convex normal neighbourhood of the i and Γ(p) the square of the h-distance of
a point p ∈ U from i. It represents the unique smooth (real analytic) solution to the
conditions
DaΓD
aΓ + 4Γ = 0 on U, Γ = 0, DaΓ = 0, DaDbΓ = −2 hab at i. (4.2)
The equation on the left hand side will be referred to as the eikonal equation (though this
is usually used for the equation which is obtained by rewriting the equation above in terms
of the unknown
√
Γ). In i-centered normal coordinates xa, characterized by the condition
hab(x)x
b = hab(0)x
b = −δab xb, it holds Γ = |x|2 ≡ δab xa xb whence DaΓ = −2 hab xb
and thus
DaDbΓ = −2 hab − hab, c xc, ∆hΓ = −2n− (det(hab)),c x
c
det(hab)
. (4.3)
This shows that (4.1) is in our case equivalent to
∆hΓ = −6, (4.4)
or to
∆h
(
1√
Γ
)
= 4 π δi. (4.5)
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On the geodesics sphere Sǫ = {
√
Γ = ǫ > 0} with small radius ǫ consider a frame
ek, k = 1, 2, 3, with e
a
1 = (4Γ)
−1/2DaΓ the geodesic radial unit vector and vectors eA,
A = 2, 3, tangent to Sǫ such that h(ej , ek) = −δjk. The second fundamental form on Sǫ,
given in the frame eA by χAB = h(DeAe1, eB) = (4 Γ)
−1/2 eaA e
b
BDaDbΓ, has then trace
hAB χAB = (4Γ)
−1/2 (∆hΓ + ea1 e
b
1DaDbΓ) = (4 Γ)
−1/2 (∆hΓ + 2),
which implies that ∆hΓ = −2n is equivalent to hAB χAB = − 2√Γ .
A characterization of the central harmonic gauge in terms of fields of higher order
which will be used later on is obtained as follows. Applying two covariant derivatives to the
equation on the left hand side of (4.2), commuting covariant derivatives, and performing
a contraction gives with n = 3
0 = RabD
aΓDbΓ +DaDbΓD
aDbΓ− 4n+DaΓDa(∆hΓ + 2n) + 2 (∆hΓ + 2n).
Because we can write in i centered normal coordinates xa
DaΓ(γ(τ)) = −2 xa(γ(τ)) = −2 τ xa∗ , xa∗ = const. 6= 0, τ an affine parameter, (4.6)
along any geodesic γ(τ) passing through i, it follows for smooth functions f that
DaΓDaf = −2 τ d
dτ
f along the geodesic γ(τ), (4.7)
and thus
DaΓDa(∆hΓ + 2n) + 2 (∆hΓ + 2n) = −2 τ2 d
dτ
(
∆hΓ + 2n
τ
)
.
Because ∆hΓ + 2n = O(|x|2) in normal coordinates as xa → 0 by (4.3), it follows
∆hΓ = −2n holds in normal coordinates near i if and only if
RabD
aΓDbΓ = 4n−DaDbΓDaDbΓ = −hae hbf hab,c xc hef,d xd, (4.8)
in normal coordinates near i.
Here equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) have been used to obtain the expression on right hand
side. The central harmonic gauge thus implies near i the relations
sabD
aΓDbΓ− 4
3
ΓR = 4n−DaDbΓDaDbΓ = −hae hbf hab,c xc hef,d xd, (4.9)
DcsabD
aΓDbΓ + 2 sabD
aΓDcD
bΓ− 4
3
DcΓR− 4
3
ΓDcR (4.10)
= −2DcDaDbΓDaDbΓ,
DdDcsabD
aΓDbΓ + 2DcsabDdD
aΓDbΓ + 2DdsabDcD
aΓDbΓ (4.11)
+2 sabDdDcD
aΓDbΓ + 2 sabDcD
aΓDdD
bΓ
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−4
3
(DdDcRΓ +DcRDdΓ +DdRDcΓ +RDdDcΓ)
= −2DdDcDaDbΓDaDbΓ− 2DcDaDbΓDdDaDbΓ.
Relation (4.9) implies in particular that in a central harmonic gauge Rab x
a xb = O(|x|4)
as |x| → 0 , and thus
R(i) = 0, sab(i) = 0, DaR(i) = 0, D(asbc)(i) = 0, (4.12)
and thus
DaRbcde(i) = 0 if Bab(i) = 0. (4.13)
5 The function ρ
In this section we describe a construction of the function ρ which allows us to relate it
to the properties of the local geometry near i and to analyse the regularity of fab at all
orders. We assume here h to be real analytic. As pointed out in [15], the construction
discussed here gives also rise to the construction of a corresponding function ρ in the C∞
case.
5.1 The Hadamard construction
Suppose (S, h) is real analytic near the point i. We use Hadamard’s construction to obtain
a parametrix with pole at i for the operator
L ≡ Lh = ∆h − 1
8
R[h] with ∆h = DaD
a.
To begin with we keep the scaling of h general. We shall specialize to the central-harmonic
gauge later.
Let xa denote h-normal coordinates centered at i and Γ the function considered in
(4.2). Our discussion will be restricted to a sufficiently small convex normal neighbourhood
B(i) of i on which h and the function Γ are real analytic. A real analytic function U(xa)
which satisfies U(i) = 1 and L[U Γ−
1
2 ] = 0 on B(i) \ {i} is obtained on B(i) as follows.
Inserting the ansatz
U =
∞∑
p=0
Up Γ
p, (5.1)
with coefficient functions Up into the equation
0 = −Γ 32 L[U Γ− 12 ] = Da ΓDa U + 1
2
(∆h Γ + 6)U − ΓL[U ], (5.2)
writing the resulting expression again as a series in terms of powers of Γ, and assuming
that the coefficients functions vanish seperately yields the equations
DaΓDaU0 = −1
2
(∆h Γ + 6)U0, U(i) = 1, (5.3)
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DaΓDaUp+1 = −1
2
(∆h Γ + 2− 4p)Up+1 − 1
2p+ 1
L[Up], p = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (5.4)
The solutions Up are obtained as follows. Writing (4.6) along a given geodesic equation
(5.3) reduces to an ODE which can be immediately integrated to obtain the solution
U0(τ x
a
∗) = exp
{
1
4
∫ τ
0
(∆h Γ + 6)(s x
a
∗)
ds
s
}
,
which can also be expressed in the form
U0(x
a) =
{
1
4
∫ 1
0
(∆h Γ + 6)(s x
a)
ds
s
}
. (5.5)
The remaining equations, rewritten with (5.3) in the form
DaΓDa
(
Up+1
U0
)
= 2 (p+ 1)
(
Up+1
U0
)
− L[Up]
(2p+ 1)U0
, p = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (5.6)
have unique smooth solutions near τ = 0 which are obtained recursively in the form
Up+1(τ x
a
∗) =
U0(τ x
a
∗)
(4p+ 2) τp+1
∫ τ
0
L[Up]
U0
(s xa∗) s
p ds, p = 0, 1, . . . .
They can be written more concisely
Up+1(x
a) =
U0(x
a)
4p+ 2
∫ 1
0
L[Up]
U0
(s xa) sp ds, p = 0, 1, . . . .
The functions Up are real analytic in a neighbourhood of i if the metric hab is real analytic
there. It has been shown in [33] that the series defined by (5.1) is absolutely convergent
and thus defines a real analytic solution near i.
5.2 An expression for ρ
The uniqueness of ρ, comparison of (2.6) and (4.2) give with (5.1) near i
ρ = µ
Γ
U2
= µ
Γ
U20

 ∞∑
k=0
(k + 1)
(
−
∞∑
p=1
Up
U0
Γp
)k = ∞∑
p=1
Vp Γ
p, (5.7)
where
V1 = µ
1
U20
V2 = −2µ U1
U30
V3 = µ
3U21 − 2U0U2
U40
, . . .
The following relations will be used later on. From the expansion above we get with certain
analytic functions Fa, Fab, Fabc
Daρ = V1Da Γ + ΓFa, (5.8)
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DbDa ρ = DbV1Da Γ +DaV1Db Γ + V1DbDa Γ + 2V2Db ΓDa Γ + ΓFba, (5.9)
DcDbDa ρ = V1DcDbDa Γ + 3D(cDbV1Da) Γ + 3D(cV1DbDa) Γ (5.10)
+6D(cV2Db ΓDa) Γ + 6V2D(cΓDbDa) Γ + 6V3Dc ΓDb ΓDa Γ + ΓFcba.
Assuming now a central harmonic gauge, various expressions simplify. We get U0 = 1
and thus
V1 = µ, V2 = −2µQ with Q(xa) = U1(xa) = − 1
16
∫ 1
0
R(s xa) ds, (5.11)
V3 = µ (3Q
2 − 2P ) with P (xa) = U2(xa) = 1
6
∫ 1
0
s (∆hQ− 1
8
RQ)(s xa) ds. (5.12)
In some calculations it is useful to write with the notation of (4.6)
Q(τ xa∗) = −
1
16 τ
∫ τ
0
R(s xa∗) ds, P (τ x
a
∗) =
1
6 τ2
∫ τ
0
s (∆hQ− 1
8
RQ)(s xa∗) ds. (5.13)
Moreover, equations (5.4) imply in particular
DaΓDaQ = 2Q+
1
8
R, DaΓDaP = 4P − 1
3
(∆hQ− 1
8
Q). (5.14)
6 The holomorphic extension
Assume h to be real analytic and all fields to be given in i-centered normal coordinates
xa on some open convex normal neighbourhood O of i. If we consider R3 and thus O as
being embedded in the usual way in C3, all real analytic fields considered so far extend
in a unique way as holomorphic functions to some connected open neighbourhood O of O
in C3 where the extension of hab is non-degenerate. The differential geometric relations
satisfied on O will be preserved on O and we can assume the extended functions xa to
define normal coordinates in the sense that xa hab(x
c) = xa hab(0) on O.
We are only interested in properties which hold on some unspecified connected open
neighbourhood of i. In various of the following statements it is understood that O or other
neighbourhoods of the point xa = 0 are chosen sufficiently small and ‘close to i’ should be
read as a reminder of this. Though it would lead to logically more satisfactory statements,
we shall not introduce the language of germs of analytic functions (cf. [38]), hoping our
simple applications of complex analysis to be obvious enough.
The extension into the complex domain will allow us to analyse certain relations by
differential geometric techniques which otherwise would have to be discussed in terms of
formal expansions. The symmetric tensor hab defines at each point of O a cone of null
vectors. Of particular interest to us will be the subset Ni of O which is generated by the
complex null geodesics passing through i. In terms of the normal coordinates xa or the
extended function Γ, which satisfies (4.2) on O, we have
Ni = {xa ∈ O| δab xa xb = 0} = {xa ∈ O|Γ(xa) = 0}. (6.1)
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Because null geodesics considered as point sets are conformal invariants, the set Ni is
a conformal invariant as well. The set Ni \ {i} represents an analytic null hypersurface
and Ni is a holomorphic subvariety of O with singular point i ([38]).
Equation (3.16) can only admit smooth solutions if the tensor field fab = ρ
−2Σab
extends smoothly to i. This requirement implies at all orders restrictions on the coefficients
of the Taylor expansion at i of Σab. The details of this fact are most easily discussed if h
is assumed to be real analytic. The field fab then extends as a real analytic field to i if and
only if it admits a holomorphic extension to O. Because ρ = µΓU−2, where µU(i) 6= 0,
this then implies that the fields Σab and DcΣab are holomorphic and vanish on Ni. The
infinite sequence of conditions on the Taylor coefficients of these fields at i follow because
i is a singular point of Ni.
Lemma 6.1 A holomorphic tensor field T on some neighbourhood O of i vanishes on Ni
if and only if its covariant derivatives at i satisfy in space spinor notation the sequence of
conditions
D(CpDp . . . DC1D1)T (i) = 0 p = 0, 1, 3, . . . , (6.2)
where the brackets denote symmetrization. The equivalent conditions in tensor notation
read
D{cp . . . Dc1} T (i) = 0, p = 0, 1, 3, . . . , (6.3)
where the curved brackets denote the symmetric trace free part with respect to the indices
in brackets.
Proof: Since we consider tensor relations we can use coordinates and a frame field which
are well adapted to the situation. Let ea, a = 1, 2, 3, be an h-orthonormal frame field on
O near i which is parallelly transported along the h-geodesics through i and let xa denote
normal coordinates centered at i so that eb a ≡< dxb, ea >= δb a at i. At the point with
coordinates xa the coefficients of the frame then satisfy
eb a x
a = δb a x
a, xb e
b
a = xb δ
b
a where xa = δab x
b, (6.4)
where it is assumed, as will be done in the following, that the summation rule does not
distinguish between bold face and other indices. In the following all tensor fields, except
the frame field ea are expressed in terms of this frame field, so that the metric is given
by hab ≡ h(ea, ec) = −δab. With Da ≡ Dea the connection coefficients with respect to
ea are defined by Da ec = Γa
b
c eb. Let X denote the vector field near i which has in
normal coordinates the expansion X(x) = xb δa b ea so that X = −1/2 gradh Γ and thus
tangential to the geodesics passing through i.
Suppose T is a tensor field of rank (r, s) near i which has components T a1...ar b1...bs
with respect to the frame ec. Since DX ec = 0, we find for x
s sufficiently small and |τ | ≤ 1
d
dτ
(T a1...ar b1...bs(τ x
e)) = xf (
∂
∂xf
T a1...ar b1...bs)(τ x
e) = Xc(xe)(DcT
a1...ar
b1...bs)(τ x
e).
Observing that such formulae also hold for the covariant differentials of T , we get for
p = 0, 1, 2, . . . by induction
dp
dτp
T a1...ar b1...bs(τ x
e) = Xcp(xe) . . . Xc1(xe)Dcp . . . Dc1(T
a1...ar
b1...bs)(τ x
e).
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This implies a Taylor expansion of the form
T a1...ar b1...bs(x
a) =
∞∑
p=0
1
p !
Xcp(xa) . . . Xc1(xa)Dcp . . .Dc1T
a1...ar
b1...bs(i), (6.5)
which is absolutely convergent for sufficiently small values of xa.
Let γ(τ) a null geodesic on Ni with γ(0) = i. In the normal coordinates xa it has
a representation τ → τ xa∗ with some xa∗ 6= 0 which satisfies δab xa∗ xb∗ = 0. In the space
spinor formalism, in which the frame is written eAB with eAB = e(AB), the vector field
X = XAB eAB is null along γ so that we can write X
AB(γ(τ)) = τ ιA ιB with a spinor
field ιA which satisfies Dγ˙ι
A = 0. With this notation the expansion (6.5) implies along γ
T a1...ar b1...bs(γ(τ)) =
∞∑
p=0
1
p !
τp ιCp ιDp . . . ιC1 ιD1 DCpDp . . . DC1D1T
a1...ar
b1...bs(i).
(6.6)
We can symmetrize here over the indices Cp . . .D1 and conclude that T vanishes along γ
if and only if
0 = ιCp ιDp . . . ιC1 ιD1 D(CpDp . . . DC1D1)T
a1...ar
b1...bs(i) p = 0, 1, 3, . . .
Since γ was arbitrary these equations must hold for arbitrary ιA, which implies for all
p ≥ 0 that D(CpDp . . . DC1D1)T a1...ar b1...bs(i) = 0. Relation (6.3) is just the translation
of this equation into tensor notation.

We note that the singular nature of the point i with respect to Ni comes into play only
in the last step of the argument, where it is used that all null directions at i are tangent
to Ni. In the analytic case a similar argument implies:
Condition (2.2) with p∗ =∞ is equivalent to the condition that
BabD
aρDbρ = 0 on Ni near i, (6.7)
which follows from (2.22).
In fact, the gradient DABρ is by (5.7) proportional to DABΓ on Ni whence tangential
to the null directions on Ni and thus also proportional to ιA ιB along γ. On γ the relation
(2.22) is thus equivalent to BABCD ι
A ιB ιC ιD = 0 . The conclusion then follows with the
type of argument above.
Observing that Daρ is tangential to the null directions of Ni, which are conformal
invariants, and that Bab is a conformal density, condition (6.7) and thus condition (2.2)
with p∗ =∞ is seen to be conformally invariant.
To control the smooth extensibility of fab we would like to make use of condition (2.2)
with p∗ = ∞. Sorting out in terms of Taylor coefficients whether this condition implies
relations like (6.3) with T corresponding to the fields Σab and DcΣab would require some
awkward algebra. The following result will allow us to discuss the question in a more
geometric way.
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Lemma 6.2 Let g be a real analytic function on O. Then the real analytic function f = gΓ
on O \ {i} extends as a real analytic function to i if and only if the holomorphic extension
of g to O vanishes on Ni.
Proof: If f admits the desired extension the relation g = Γ f then satisfied by the three
holomorphic functions to O implies that g = 0 on Ni.
Assume that g 6= 0 on O and g = 0 on Ni. Denoting the normal coordinates xa by
x, y, z we have Γ = x2 + y2 + z2. By the Weierstrass Division Theorem ([38]) there exist
then holomorphic functions k = k(x, y, z), a = a(x, y), and b = b(x, y) such that
g = k Γ + a z + b near i. (6.8)
Our assumption implies that a(x, y) z + b(x, y) = 0 if x2 + y2 + z2 = 0 and thus
b2 = q a2 with q = −(x2 + y2), (6.9)
for (x, y) close to (0, 0).
Consider the ring H0 of functions which are defined and holomorphic on some con-
nected open neighbourhood of the origin in C2. We consider these functions as representing
their Taylor series at the origin which converge on some neighbourhood of the origin. A
function m ∈ H0 is called a unit if it has a multiplicative inverse m−1 close to the origin,
that is m(0, 0) 6= 0. A non-vanishing function m ∈ H0 is called a nonunit if m(0, 0) = 0.
A nonunit m ∈ H0 is called irreducible over H0 if it cannot be written as a product
m = m1m2 of two nonunits m1, m2 in H0.
To show that (6.9) leads to contradictions unless a and b vanish near (0, 0) we use
the fact that every nonunit in H0 can be written near the origin as a product of a finite
number of irreducible factors which is unique up to reorderings and insertions of factors
ǫ · ǫ−1 with units ǫ ([38]). An example of this situation is given by the relation
q = q+ q− = ǫ q+ ǫ−1 q− with q± = i x± y and ǫ a unit in H0.
Most important for us is the observation that ǫ can not be chosen here such that ǫ q+ =
ǫ−1 q−, in other words, q can not be written in the form q = c2 with some c ∈ H0. It
follows then immediately from (6.9) that a cannot be a unit. Thus, if a 6= 0, a and b admit
factorizations in terms of irreducible factors so that (6.9) takes the form
b21 · b22 · . . . · b2k = q a21 · . . . · a2i .
But the uniqueness of the factorization implies that this is in conflict with the observation
that q cannot be written as a square. It follows that a = 0, b = 0 in equation (6.8) which
implies that g = 0 on Ni.

6.1 Some relations on Ni
For the analysis of fields near Ni it will be convenient to consider a neighbourhood W of
a given null geodesic γ(τ) in Ni, γ(0) = i, and assume W to be ruled by null geodesics.
Let
na, pa, ma with na = DaΓ, (6.10)
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be a smooth frame on W \ {i} satisfying
na n
a = pa p
a = nam
a = pam
a = 0, na p
a = 1, mam
a = −1/2. (6.11)
Assuming that ma is parallelly propagated long the null geodesics, it follows
naDan
b = −2nb, naDamb = 0, naDapb = 2 pb on W \ {i}. (6.12)
In the notation of (4.6), (4.7) along the null geodesic γ, where δab x
a
∗ x
b
∗ = 0, it follows
na(γ(τ)) = −2 τ xa∗, pa(γ(τ)) = O(|τ |−1) as τ → 0. (6.13)
The frame is fixed by these conditions up to transformations of the form
ma → m′a = ±ma + c na, pa → p′a = pa ± 2 cma + c2 na, (6.14)
where c is a function on W \ {i} which satisfies there DaΓDac = 2 c.
The vectors na, ma span the tangent space of Ni \{i} at points ofW \{i} and it holds
hab = na pb + nb pa − 2mamb. (6.15)
Furthermore, it follows, possibly after replacing ma by −ma,
ǫabc = αn[amb pc] with α = i 6
√
2, (6.16)
and consequently
na ǫabc =
α
3
n[bmc], m
a ǫabc =
α
6
n[b pc], p
a ǫabc =
α
3
m[b pc]. (6.17)
In the following we assume (6.16), which removes the freedom to choose the sign in (6.14).
Observing that Daρ = µU−20 D
aΓ on Ni and µU−20 6= 0 near i by (5.7) we see that
(2.22) implies
DaΓDbΓBab = 0 on Ni. (6.18)
The following consequence of this relation will be important for us.
Lemma 6.3 If DaΓDbΓBab = 0 and D
aΓDbΓ sab = 0 hold on Ni then DaΓmd sad = 0
holds on Ni.
Proof: We have
neDe n
a = DeΓDeD
aΓ = 1/2 Da(DeΓD
eΓ) = −2DaΓ = −2na,
and thus with suitable coefficient functions
meDe n
a = γ na + δ ma, neDem
a = ρ na + πma,
because the members on the left hand sides contract to zero with na. It holds
γ na + δ ma = mbDbD
aΓ→ −2ma whence γ → 0, δ → −2 as xa → 0.
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For the Cotton tensor we have
Bde =
1
2
Da sbd ǫe
ab +
1
24
DaRǫde
a =
1
2
Da sb(d ǫe)
ab, (6.19)
where the Bianchi identity has been used in the second step. With (6.17) it follows on Ni
na nbBab =
α
12
(namb −ma nb)ndDa sbd (6.20)
=
α
12
{
ncDc (sdam
d na)−mcDc (sda nd na)−
(
ncDc(m
d na)−mcDc (nd na)
)
sda
}
=
α
12
{
ncDc (sdam
d na)−mcDc (sda nd na)− (ρ− 2 γ)na nb sab − (π − 2− 2 δ)nama sab
}
,
which implies with our assumptions the ODE
0 = 2 τ
d
dτ
(sabm
a nb) + (π − 2− 2 δ) (sabma nb),
for sabm
a nb along the null geodesic γ on Ni. Because π − 2 − 2 δ → 2 > 0 as τ → 0 and
because γ is arbitrary, the result follows.

7 The smoothness of fab
In this section we show that condition (2.2) with p∗ = ∞ ensures the regularity of our
basic equation.
Proposition 7.1 Suppose the metric h is real analytic near i. The field fab = ρ
−2Σab
extends then as an analytic tensor field to i if and only if the Cotton tensor satisfies
condition (2.2) with p∗ =∞ or, equivalently, condition (6.7).
Proof: Lemma 6.1 shows that the Taylor expansion coefficients of Σab at i must satisfy
conditions at any order if fab is to extend smoothly to i. Instead of analysing the expansion
coefficients we shall study the holomorphic extension of Σab on Ni. The requirement that
fab = ρ
−2Σab extends as a real analytic field to i translates in view of the Lemma (6.2)
into the condition that Σab extends to a holomorphic tensor field near i which satisfies
Σab = 0, DcΣab = 0 on Ni near i. (7.1)
In fact, Σab = ρ
2fab and (5.7) imply equations (7.1) near i if fab extends as a real analytic
function to i. Conversely, (7.1) implies with (5.7) and Lemma (6.2) the existence of
holomorphic functions lab and lcab on O near i such that Σab = ρ lab and DcΣab = ρ lcab.
It follows that Dcρ lab = ρ (lcab − Dclab) and thus lab = 0 on Ni because Dcρ 6= 0 on
Ni \ {i}. By Lemma (6.2) it follows that lab = ρ fab whence Σab = ρ2fab with some
holomorphic function fab near i.
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With the formulation (7.1) of the problem the assertion of the Proposition follows now
as a consequence of Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 proven below.

The behaviour of conditions (7.1) under conformal rescalings is of interest here. We
have seen that a rescaling of type (3.2) leads to a transformation of the form
Σab → Σ′ab =
1
ω
Σab − ρ
2
ω3
Σˆab,
and thus
DcΣab → D′cΣ′ab =
1
ω2
{
2Σc(aDb)ω +DcωΣab − 2 hc(aΣb)eDeω
}
+
1
ω
DcΣab−2 ρ
ω3
Dcρ Σˆab
− ρ
2
ω4
{
ωDcΣˆab + 2 Σˆc(aDb)ω −Dcω Σˆab − 2 hc(a Σˆb)eDeω
}
,
which implies the transformations
Σab|Ni → Σ′ab|Ni =
1
ω
Σab|Ni ,
DcΣab|Ni → D′cΣ′ab|Ni =
(
1
ω2
{
2Σc(aDb)ω +DcωΣab − 2 hc(aΣb)eDeω
}
+
1
ω
DcΣab
)
|Ni .
While in the first case we find a transformation behaviour as satisfied by conformal densi-
ties, the behaviour is more difficult in the second case. Nevertheless, the pair of conditions
(7.1) is invariant under conformal rescalings. This allows us to analyse these conditions in
a convenient conformal gauge
Not all of the conditions (7.1) imply restrictions on the conformal structure of h. In
fact, it follows from (2.16) that the relation(
D[cΣa]b +
1
2
DeΣe[c ha]b
)
|Ni = 0, (7.2)
is satisfied identically for any metric h. Observing that Σab is symmetric and trace free
we get the decomposition
DaΣbc = D{aΣbc} +
2
3
(D[a Σb]c +D[aΣc]b) +
2
5
De Σe(a hbc). (7.3)
It follows that (7.1) holds if and only if
Σab = 0, D
aΣab = 0, D{cΣab} = 0 on Ni near i. (7.4)
Assume now a central harmonic conformal gauge and associated normal coordinates
xa. With the expressions given in subsection 5.2 a direct calculation using (4.3) gives
1
µ
Σab|Ni = (DaDbΓ + 2 hab − 4QDaΓDbΓ)|Ni .
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Observing (2.15), we need to analyse Λa|Ni , which is given in our gauge by
1
µ
Λa|Ni = sahDhΓ + (8Q−
1
6
R)DaΓ.
Finally, we get in our gauge
1
µ
D{cΣba}|Ni = DaDbDcΓ +
1
6
RDaΓhbc +DaΓ sbc +D
dΓ sda hbc.
−12D(aQDbΓDc)Γ− 12QD(aΓDbDc)Γ + (18Q2 − 12P )DaΓDbΓDcΓ
+
(
3
10
R− 72
5
Q
)
D(aΓhbc) − 9
5
DdΓ sd(a hbc).
Conditions (7.4) thus read, in the same order, in a central harmonic gauge
DaDbΓ + 2 hab = 4QDaΓDbΓ on Ni near i, (7.5)
sahD
hΓ =
(
1
6
R− 8Q
)
DaΓ on Ni near i, (7.6)
DaDbDcΓ = (12P − 18Q2)DaΓDbΓDcΓ + 12D(aQDbΓDc)Γ (7.7)
+12QD(aΓDbDc)Γ− 1
6
RDaΓhbc −DaΓ sbc −DdΓ sda hbc
+
(
72
5
Q− 3
10
R
)
D(aΓhbc) +
9
5
DdΓ sd(a hbc) on Ni near i.
Lemma 7.2 The conformally invariant condition Σab|Ni = 0 is equivalent to the confor-
mally invariant condition DaρDbρBab|Ni = 0.
Proof: The central harmonic gauge implies the following important the relation
sabD
aΓDbΓ = 0 on Ni. (7.8)
In fact, taking a derivative on the left hand side of the eiconal equation in (4.2) shows that
the field Πab = DaDbΓ+ 2 hab satisfies D
aΓΠab = 0. Observing that Πa
a = ∆hΓ+ 6 = 0
by (4.4) it follows that Πab has in a frame satisfying (6.11) the expansion
Πab = κna nb + β m(a nb) with κ = p
a pbΠab, β = −4 pambΠab.
This implies that
0 = Πab Π
ab = DaDbΓD
aDbΓ− 12 on Ni.
Restricting (4.9) to Ni and observing the relation above gives (7.8).
Taking a second derivative on the left hand side of the eiconal equation and commuting
derivatives gives with (2.14)
DaΓDaΠbc +Πba Πc
a − 2Πbc (7.9)
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= DfΓ sfbDcΓ +D
fΓ sfcDbΓ−DhΓDfΓ shf hbc + R
6
DbΓDcΓ + 4Γ {sbc + R
6
hcb}.
Contracting with pamb and observing (6.12), we get the equation naDaβ−4 β = namb sab,
which reads with (4.6), (4.7)
d
dτ
(τ2 β) = −τ
2
namb sab.
Since τ2 β → 0 as τ → 0 by (4.12) and (6.13), it implies in view of (6.20), (7.8) and
Lemma 6.3 that the function β vanishes along a given null generator of Ni if and only if
BabD
aΓDbΓ vanishes along that generator.
This shows that Σab|Ni = 0, i.e. (7.5), implies DaρDbρBab|Ni = 0. The converse will
follow if it can be shown that κ = 4Q if β = 0.
To derive the relevant equation we use the eiconal equation repeatedly and observe
that
DcDbDaΓD
aΓDbΓ = DaΓ
{
Dc(DbDaΓD
bΓ)−DbDaΓDcDbΓ
}
= DaΓ
{−2DcDaΓ−DbDaΓDcDbΓ} = 0 near i.
Assume now that β = 0, so that
DaDbΓ = −2 hab + κna nb and namb sab = 0 on W \ {i}.
This implies that
maDan
b = −2mb, maDamb = −pb− ν nb, maDapb = −2 ν mb on W \ {i}, (7.10)
with ν = −ma pbDamb = mambDa pb.
Contracting (4.10) on W \ {i} with pc and observing (4.4), (7.8) and the equation
above gives
pc na nbDcsab − 4na pb sab − 4
3
R = 0. (7.11)
With our assumption, the Bianchi identity, (6.15), (7.8), (6.12), (7.10) and the relation
0 = sa
a = 2 (na pb −mamb)sab follows
pc na nbDcsab = (h
ca − nc pa + 2mcma)nbDcsab
=
1
6
naDaR− ncDc(pa nb sab) + ncDc(pa nb)sab + 2mcDc(ma nb sab)− 2mcDc(ma nb)sab
=
1
6
naDaR− ncDc(pa nb sab) + 6na pbsab,
which implies with (4.7), (4.10)
0 =
1
6
naDaR− 4
3
R− naDa(nb pc sbc) + 2nb pc sbc
= 2
d
dτ
(τ na pbsab)− 1
3
(
d
dτ
(τ R) + 3R
)
,
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and thus the important relation
na pbsab =
1
6
R− 8Q on W \ {i}. (7.12)
Transvecting (7.9) with pb pc gives
naDaκ− 6 κ = 2na pbsab + 1
6
R,
and thus with the equation above
d
dτ
(τ3 κ) = τ2
(
8Q− 1
4
R
)
.
With the first of equations (5.14) this implies
d
dτ
(
τ3 (κ− 4Q)) = τ2 (8Q− 1
4
R
)
− 12 τ2Q+ 4 τ2
(
Q+
1
16
R
)
= 0,
and thus κ = 4Q on W \ {i}. Since W is a neighbourhood of an arbitrary geodesic γ, the
desired result follows.

Lemma 7.3 If any of the equivalent conditions of Lemma 7.2 is satisfied then
DcΣab = 0 on Ni near i.
Proof: The relations
na nbsab = 0, n
ambsab = 0, n
a pbsab =
1
6
R− 8Q, on W \ {i}, (7.13)
which we have seen in the proof above to be a consequence of our gauge conditions and
the conditions of Lemma 7.2, immediately imply (7.6) and thus DaΣab = 0 on Ni.
To show that D{aΣbc} = 0 on Ni we consider equation (7.5). Because na and ma are
tangential to W \ {i}, we can take derivatives in these directions which give on W \ {i}
with equations (5.14) and (7.12)
naDaDbDcΓ =
(
1
2
R − 8Q
)
nb nc, (7.14)
maDaDbDcΓ = 4m
aDaQnb nc − 16Qn(bmc) (7.15)
and, after commuting derivatives,
ncDaDbDcΓ = 8Qna nb, (7.16)
mcDaDbDcΓ = (4m
cDcQ−mc pd scd)na nb − 8Q (2namb + nbma). (7.17)
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Corresponding contractions of (7.7) with na, ma give precisely the same results. This
implies that with the possible exception of pc pb paD{cΣba} all components of D{cΣba} in
our frame vanish on W .
We set
ζ = pc pb paDcDbDaΓ,
and denote the contraction of the right hand side of (7.7) with pc pb pa by ζˆ. Then
ζˆ = 12 paDaQ+ 30Q
2 + 12P − pa pc sac, (7.18)
and the proof will be complete when it can be shown that
ζ = ζˆ on W \ {i} near i. (7.19)
Because (7.5) it is only known so far to hold on Ni, this equation does not allow us to
calculate a threefold derivative of Γ in a direction transverse to Ni. It can therefore not
be used to derive (7.19) and we need a different representation of Γ.
Calculation of ζ and comparison with ζˆ.
Let γ(τ) with γ(0) = i denote one of the null geodesics ruling W and let k, m, p
denote a frame at i with k = γ′(0) and
h(k, q) = 1, h(m,m) = −1
2
, h(k, k) = h(q, q) = h(k,m) = h(q,m) = 0.
Assume the frame to be parallelly transported along γ so that
Dkk = 0, Dkm = 0, Dkq = 0.
In the normal coordinates xa the geodesic γ is then given near i by the curve
Bǫ ≡ {z ∈ C| |z| < ǫ} ∋ τ → xa(τ) = τ xa∗ ∈ Ni with xa∗ = ka, ǫ > 0.
and
na(γ(τ)) = DaΓ(γ(τ)) = −2 τ ka along γ.
We assume that the vector field ma considered here coincides on γ with the field ma
introduced in section 6.1. Because the fields qa and pa are determined by the normalization
conditions uniquely once ka,ma and na, ma are given respectively, it follows that
pa = − 1
2 τ
qa along γ. (7.20)
For (τ, λ) ∈ Bǫ′×Bǫ′ with some ǫ′ > 0 a 1-parameter family xa(τ, λ) of geodesics with
affine parameter λ and family parameter τ is defined by the following conditions. It holds
xa(τ, 0) = γa(τ) so that xa(0, 0) = xa(i) = 0,
and for given value of τ the curve
λ→ xa(τ, λ),
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is the geodesic which has tangential vector q at γ(τ).
We extend the fields k and q given on γ to the points xa(τ, λ) by setting
ka(τ, λ) =
d
dτ
xa(τ, λ), qa(τ, λ) =
d
dλ
xa(τ, λ).
Then qa is geodesic and the field ka is a Jacobi field which satisfies the equation
D2q k
a = Ra bcd q
b qc kd along the geodesic λ→ x(τ, λ),
and the initial conditions
ka(τ, 0) = γ′a(τ), qcDc ka(τ, 0) = kcDc qa(τ, 0) = kcDc qa|γ(τ) = 0.
By construction, the curve λ→ x(0, λ) is a generator of Ni. Therefore Γ(x(0, λ)) = 0
whence
Γ(x(τ, λ)) =
∫ τ
0
d
dτ ′
Γ(x(τ ′, λ)) dτ ′ =
∫ τ
0
kaDaΓ(x(τ
′, λ)) dτ ′.
Along the geodesic λ→ x(τ, λ) it follows then
qa qb qcDaDbDcΓ|x(τ,λ) = d
3
dλ3
(Γ(x(τ, λ))) =
∫ τ
0
d3
dλ3
(kaDaΓ(x(τ
′, λ))) dτ ′
=
∫ τ
0
qa qb qcDaDbDc (k
aDaΓ(x(τ
′, λ))) dτ ′ =
∫ τ
0
J dτ ′.
With the Jacobi equation the integrand J can be written
J = qe na qb qc kdDeRabcd + n
a qb qc qeDek
dRabcd
+3 qeDeD
aΓ qb qc kdRabcd + 3 q
eDek
a qc qbDcDbDaΓ + k
a qb qc qdDbDcDdDaΓ.
Restricting the equations above to γ and observing (7.20) and (7.5) gives
−8 τ3 ζ =
∫ τ
0
J dτ ′,
where we have along γ
1
4 τ2
J = pe na pb pc ndDeRabcd + 12Qn
a pb pc ndRabcd + p
b pc pdDbDcDdDaΓD
aΓ.
The last term on the right hand side can be simplified by using the eiconal equation
and (7.5). It holds
DcDdDaΓD
aΓ = Dc(DdDaΓD
aΓ)−DdDaΓDcDaΓ (7.21)
= −2DcDdΓ + 2DdDcΓ + 8Qnc nd = 8Qnc nd on Ni,
which implies with (4.4) and (7.5)
DcDdDaΓD
dDaΓ = 0 on Ni, (7.22)
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and
DbDcDdDaΓD
aΓ = Db(DcDdDaΓD
aΓ)−DcDdDaΓDbDaΓ (7.23)
= Db {Dc(DdDaΓDaΓ)−DdDaΓDcDaΓ} −DcDdDaΓDbDaΓ
= −2DbDcDdΓ−DbDdDaΓDcDaΓ−DdDaΓDbDcDaΓ−DcDdDaΓDbDaΓ
= −2DbDcDdΓ + 2DbDdDcΓ + 2DbDcDdΓ + 2DcDdDbΓ
−4Q (ncDbDdDaΓ + ndDbDcDaΓ + nbDcDdDaΓ )DaΓ
= 2DbDcDdΓ + 2DcDbDdΓ− 96Q2 nb nc nd on Ni,
whence
DbDcDdDaΓD
dDaΓ = 27Q2 nb nc on Ni. (7.24)
With (2.14), (7.12), (7.21) and (7.23) follows
1
4 τ2
J(γ(τ)) = 2 pc nb paDc sba +
1
6
pcDcR+ 6RQ− 288Q2 + 4 ζ,
and thus
τ3 ζ =
∫ τ
0
τ ′2 (η − 2 ζ) dτ ′, (7.25)
with
η ≡ −pc nb paDc sba − 1
12
pcDcR− 3RQ+ 144Q2
= −(hcb − nc pb + 2mcmb) paDc sba − 1
12
peDeR− 3RQ+ 144Q2,
whence
η = nc pb paDc sba − 2mcmb paDc sba − 1
4
peDeR− 3RQ+ 144Q2. (7.26)
Taking in (7.25) derivatives with respect to τ gives
τ3
d
dτ
ζ + 3 τ2 ζ = τ2 (η − 2 ζ),
whence
d
dτ
(τ5 ζ) = τ5
d
dτ
ζ + 5 τ4 ζ = τ4 η,
and thus finally
ζ =
1
τ5
∫ τ
0
τ ′4 η dτ ′ along γ. (7.27)
Because ζˆ(τ) = O(1) as τ → 0 by (4.13) and (7.20), we can write the function ζˆ given
by (7.18) in the form
ζˆ =
1
τ5
∫ τ
0
d
dτ ′
(τ ′5 ζˆ) dτ ′.
It follows then with (7.27) that
ζ = ζˆ on γ near i if and only if K = 0 there, where
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K ≡ 2
τ4
(
d
dτ
(τ5 ζˆ)− τ4 η
)
= −naDa ζˆ + 10 ζˆ − 2 η. (7.28)
The right hand side of (7.28) reads more explicitly
K = −ncDc
(−pa pb sab + 12P + 12 paDaQ+ 30Q2)
+10
(−pa pb sab + 12P + 12 paDaQ+ 30Q2)
−2
(
ncDc(p
a pb sab)− 4 pa pb sab − 2mcmb paDcsab − 1
4
paDaR+ 144Q
2 − 3RQ
)
= −ncDc(pa pb sab)− 2 pa pb sab + 4mcmb paDcsab
−12
{
4P − 2
3
(na pb −mamb)DaDbQ+ 1
24
RQ
}
+ 120P − 24 paDaQ
+120 paDaQ+
1
2
paDaR− 12na pbDaDbQ− 60Q
(
R
8
+ 2Q
)
+ 12Q2 + 6RQ
= −ncDc(pa pb sab)− 2 pa pb sab + 4mcmb paDcsab + 72P − 8mambDaDbQ
−4 paDbΓDaDbQ− 2RQ+ 96 paDaQ+ 1
2
paDaR− 108Q2
= −ncDc(pa pb sab)− 2 pa pb sab + 4mcmb paDcsab + 72P − 8mambDaDbQ
−4 {paDa(DbΓDbQ)− paDaDbΓDbQ}− 2RQ+ 96 paDaQ+ 1
2
paDaR− 108Q2,
where we used that equations (5.14) hold in a full neighbourhood of i. It follows
K = −ncDc(pa pb sab)− 2 pa pb sab + 4mcmb paDcsab (7.29)
+72P − 8mambDaDbQ + 80 paDaQ− 76Q2.
To make use of the second of equations (5.14) we consider the ODE
naDaK − 4K =M,
on γ, which is such that the function M on the right hand side does not contain the
function P . Because
naDaK − 4K = −2
(
τ
d
dτ
K + 2K
)
= − 2
τ
d
dτ
(τ2K),
and τ2K → 0 as τ → 0, it follows that
K vanishes along γ near i if and only if M vanishes there.
With the expression (7.29) for K, a useful form of M is obtained as follows.
M = ndDd
{−ncDc(pa pb sab)− 2 pa pb sab + 4mcmb paDcsab + 72P
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−8mambDaDbQ+ 80 paDaQ− 76Q2
}− 4{−ncDc(pa pb sab)− 2 pa pb sab
+4mcmb paDcsab + 72P − 8mambDaDbQ+ 80 paDaQ− 76Q2
}
= −ndDd
(
ncDc(p
a pb sab)
)
+ 2ncDc(p
a pb sab) + 8 p
a pb sab + 4n
dDd(m
cmb paDcsab)
−16mcmb paDcsab − 8mamb ncDcDaDbQ+ 72
{
−1
3
∆hQ+
1
24
RQ
}
+ 160 paDaQ
+80nb paDbDaQ− 152Q
(
R
8
+ 2Q
)
+ 32mambDaDbQ− 320 paDaQ+ 304Q2
= −ndDd
(
ncDc(p
a pb sab)
)
+ 2ncDc(p
a pb sab) + 8 p
a pb sab
+4ndDd(m
cmb paDcsab)− 16mcmb paDcsab − 8mamb ncDcDaDbQ
+32na pbDaDbQ+ 80m
ambDaDbQ− 160 paDaQ − 16RQ.
Using here
na pbDaDbQ = p
bDb(D
aΓDaQ)− pbDbDaΓDaQ = 1
8
paDaR+ 4 p
aDaQ− 1
2
RQ− 8Q2,
and
mamb ncDaDbDcQ
= maDa
{
mbDb(n
cDcQ)−mbDbncDcQ
}− {maDamb nc +mbmaDanc}DbDcQ
= mambDaDb(n
cDcQ)− (pb + ν nb)Db(ncDcQ) + 2mamcDaDcQ
−2 (pc + ν nc)DcQ+
{
(pb + ν nb)nc + 2mbmc
}
DbDcQ
= mambDaDb
(
R
8
+ 2Q
)
+ 4mambDaDbQ− 1
2
RQ− 8Q2,
which gives with
Rf bcaDfQm
amb nc =
(
mamb sab − R
24
)
ncDcQ− 1
2
(
na pb sab +
R
12
)
ncDcQ
= −1
2
RQ− 8Q2,
the expression
mamb ncDcDaDbQ = m
amb nc
(
DaDbDcQ−Rf bcaDfQ
)
=
1
8
mambDaDbR+ 6m
ambDaDbQ,
we finally get
M = −ndDd
(
ncDc(p
a pb sab)
)
+ 2ncDc(p
a pb sab) + 8 p
a pb sab (7.30)
+4ndDd(m
cmb paDcsab)− 16mcmb paDcsab −mambDaDbR
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+4 paDaR+ 2
5 · (mambDaDbQ− paDaQ−RQ)− 28 ·Q2.
Lemma 7.3 will be proven when it can be shown that this function vanishes on γ near i.
Proof that M = 0 on γ near i.
To make use of equations (4.10) and (4.11) we observe (7.22), (7.24) and the fact that
equations (7.14), (7.15), (7.16), (7.17) allow us to derive the expansion
DaDbDcΓ = na nb nc (p, p, p) +
(
1
2
R− 8Q
)
pa nb nc
+8Qna (pb nc + nb pc)−
(
8maDaQ+ 16Q− 1
3
R
)
na(nbmc +mb nc)
+32Qnambmc − 8maDaQma nb nc + 16Qma(nbmc +mb nc),
which implies
DcDaDbΓDdD
aDbΓ = 3 · 27 ·Q2 nc nd on W. (7.31)
The restrictions of (4.10) and (4.11) to W are then obtained in the form
0 = DcsabD
aΓDbΓ + 2 sabD
aΓDcD
bΓ− 4
3
DcΓR, (7.32)
0 = DdDcsab n
a nb − 4 (Dcsdb nb +Ddscb nb) (7.33)
+8Q (ncDdsab n
a nb + ndDcsab n
a nb) + 8 scd
−4
3
(DcRnd +DdRnc − 2 hcdR)− 8RQnc nd + 9 · 27Q2 nc nd.
Contraction of (7.11) with pc gives
pc na nbDcsab = 4n
b pc scb +
4
3
R = 2R− 32Q on W.
Contracting (7.33) with pd pc and observing the equation above we get
0 = pd pcDdDcsab n
a nb − 8 pd pcDcsdb nb + 16QpdDdsab na nb
+8 pc pd scd − 8
3
pcDcR− 8RQ+ 9 · 27Q2
= pd pcDdDcsab n
a nb − 8 pd pcDcsdb nb + 16Q (2R− 32Q)
+8 pc pd scd − 8
3
pcDcR− 8RQ+ 9 · 27Q2
whence, finally,
0 = pd pcDdDcsab n
a nb − 8 pc nb paDcsba + 8 pc pd scd (7.34)
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−8
3
pcDcR + 24RQ+ 5 · 27Q2 on W.
To bring the expression on the right hand side of (7.34) into a form similar to (7.30),
we need ways to swap in the first term the positions of the vectors n and p. To achieve this
we shall repeatedly use the representation (6.15) of the metric and the Bianchi identity.
This gives for the first three terms of (7.34)
pd pcDdDcsab n
a nb − 8 pc nb paDcsba + 8 pc pd scd
= pd na pc nbDdDcsab − 8 pc nb paDcsba + 8 pc pd scd
= (hda − nd pa + 2mdma) (hcb − nc pb + 2mcmb)DdDcsab
−8 (hcb − nc pb + 2mcmb) paDcsba + 8 pc pd scd
= DaDbsab − nd paDdDbsab + 2mdmaDdDbsab
+(−nc pb + 2mcmb) (DcDasab − 2 sf(aRf b) a c) + nd nc pb paDdDcsab
−2ndmc pambDdDcsab − 2md ncma pbDdDcsab + 4mdmcmbmaDdDcsab
−8 paDbsba + 8nc pb paDcsba − 16mcmb paDcsba + 8 pc pd scd
= nd nc pb paDdDcsab − 4ndmc pambDdDcsab + 4mdmcmbmaDdDcsab
+
1
6
∆hR− 1
6
nd paDdDaR+
1
3
mdmaDdDaR− 1
6
nc pbDcDbR
+
1
3
mcmbDcDbR− 4md ncma pb sf(aRf b)cd + (2nc pb − 4mcmb) sf(aRf b) a c
−4
3
paDaR + 8n
c pb paDcsba − 16mcmb paDcsba + 8 pc pd scd
= nd nc pb paDdDcsab − 4ndmc pambDdDcsab + 4mdmcmbmaDdDcsab
+8nc pb paDcsba − 16mcmb paDcsba + 1
3
mdmaDdDaR − 4
3
paDaR
+8 pc pd scd − 4md ncma pb sf(aRf b)cd − (2nc pb − 4mcmb) sf(aRf b)c a
= ndDd(n
c pb paDcsab)− ndDd(nc pb pa)Dcsab − 4ndDd(mc pambDcsab)
+4ndDd(m
c pamb)Dcsab + 4m
dDd(m
cmbmaDcsab)− 4mdDd(mcmbma)Dcsab
+8nc pb paDcsba − 16mcmb paDcsba + 1
3
mdmaDdDaR
−4
3
paDaR+ 8 p
c pd scd − 6 (sab na pb)2 + R sab na pb,
where we use the relations
sc an
ascb p
b = (na pbsab)
2, sc am
ascbm
b = −2 (na pbsab)2, sab sab = 6 (na pbsab)2,
and
−4md ncmb pa sf(aRf b)cd = −3 (sab na pb)2 + 1
2
R sab n
a pb,
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−(2nc pb − 4mcmb) sf(aRf b)c a = −3 (sab na pb)2 + 1
2
R sab n
a pb.
It follows
pd pcDdDcsab n
a nb − 8 pc nb paDcsba + 8 pc pd scd
= ndDd
{
ncDc(p
b pa sba)− 4 pb pa sab
}− 2nc pb paDcsba − 4ndDd(mc pambDcsba)
+8mc pbmaDcsba + 4m
dDd
{
mcDc(m
bma sab) + 2 (p
b + ν nb)ma sab
}
+
{
4 (pc + ν nc)mbma + 8mc (pb + ν nb)ma
}
Dcsab + 8n
c pb paDcsba
−16mcmb paDcsba + 1
3
mdmaDdDaR− 4
3
paDaR + 8 p
c pd scd
−6 (sab na pb)2 +R sab na pb
= ndDd
{
ncDc(p
b pa sba)
}− 4ndDd(pb pa sab) + 6ncDc(pb pa sba)− 24 pb pa sba
−4ndDd(mc pambDcsba)− 8mcmb paDcsba + 4mdDd
{
mcDc(m
bma sab)
}
+8mdDd(p
bma sab) + 8m
dDd(ν n
bma sab) + 4 p
cmbmaDcsab
+4 ν ncmbmaDcsab + 8m
c pbmaDcsab + 8 ν m
c nbmaDcsab
+
1
3
mdmaDdDaR− 4
3
paDaR+ 8 p
c pd scd − 6 (sab na pb)2 +R sab na pb
= ndDd
{
ncDc(p
b pa sba)
}
+ 2ncDc(p
b pa sba)− 24 pb pa sba
−4ndDd(mc pambDcsba) + 4mdDd
{
mcDc(m
bma sab)
}
+8md pbmaDdsab + 4 p
cmbmaDcsab + 4 ν n
cDc(m
bma sab)
+
1
3
mdmaDdDaR− 4
3
paDaR− 6 (sab na pb)2 +R sab na pb.
With
4 pcmbmaDcsba = 2 p
c (−hba + pb na + nb pa)Dcsba = 4 pc nb paDcsba
= 4 (hcb − nc pb + 2mcmb) paDcsba = 2
3
paDaR− 4nc pb paDcsba + 8mcmb paDcsba,
=
2
3
paDaR− 4ncDc(pb pa sba) + 16 pb pa sba + 8mcmb paDcsba,
this implies
pd pcDdDcsab n
a nb − 8 pc nb paDcsba + 8 pc pd scd
= ndDd
{
ncDc(p
b pa sba)
}− 2ncDc(pb pa sba)− 8 pb pa sba − 4ndDd(mcmb paDcsba)
+16mc pbmaDcsab + 4m
dDd
{
mcDc(m
bma sab)
}
+ 4 ν ncDc(m
bma sab)
+
1
3
mdmaDdDaR− 2
3
paDaR− 6 (sab na pb)2 +R sab na pb
= ndDd
{
ncDc(p
b pa sba)
}− 2ncDc(pb pa sba)− 8 pb pa sba
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−4ndDd(mcmb paDcsba) + 16mc pbmaDcsab
+4mdDd
{
mcDc
(
1
6
R− 8Q
)}
+ 4 ν ncDc
(
1
6
R− 8Q
)
+
1
3
mbmaDbDaR− 2
3
paDaR − 6 (sab na pb)2 +R sab na pb
= ndDd
{
ncDc(p
b pa sba)
}− 2ncDc(pb pa sba)− 8 pb pa sba
−4ndDd(mcmb paDcsba) + 16mc pbmaDcsab + 2
3
mbmaDbDaR
−2
3
paDaR − 2
3
ν naDaR− 32mbmaDbDaQ+ 32 paDaQ
+32 ν naDaQ +
2
3
ν ncDcR− 26 · ν Q− 4 ν R
+
1
3
mbmaDbDaR− 2
3
paDaR− 6 (sab na pb)2 +R sab na pb,
whence
pd pcDdDcsab n
a nb − 8 pc nb paDcsba + 8 pc pd scd
= ndDd
{
ncDc(p
b pa sba)
}− 2ncDc(pb pa sba)− 8 pb pa sba
−4ndDd(mcmb paDcsba) + 16mc pbmaDcsab +mbmaDbDaR
−4
3
paDaR− 32mbmaDbDaQ+ 32 paDaQ+ 8RQ− 3 · 27 ·Q2.
With this result equation (7.34) takes the form
0 = ndDd
{
ncDc(p
b pa sba)
}− 2ncDc(pb pa sba)− 8 pb pa sba (7.35)
−4ndDd(mcmb paDcsba) + 16mc pbmaDcsab +mbmaDbDaR
−4 paDaR− 25 (mbmaDbDaQ− paDaQ −RQ) + 28 ·Q2 = −M,
with M as given by (7.30).

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7.1 Remarks on the C∞ case
Let xa denote i-centered h-normal coordinates. With the notation of (5.7) Proposition
7.1 says that the field fab defined by the relation µ
−2 U4Σab = |x|4 fab is analytic if h is
analytic. The discussion following equation (2.8) shows that the expressions of the Taylor
coefficients of µ−2 U4Σab in terms of µ and quantities derived from h are independent of
h being smooth or analytic. By Taylor’s theorem one has thus in the C∞ case for each
N ∈ N a representation
µ−2 U4Σab = |x|4 pNab +RN+1ab ,
where the components of pNab(x) are polynomials of order N and the remainder term
satisfies RN+1ab (x) = O(|x|N+1) as |x| → 0. The pNab define the partial sums of a formal
power series which, in general, will not converge near i and if it does it defines an analytic
function which may not be related to µ−2 U4Σab away from i. By Borel’s theorem ([17])
there exists, however, a C∞ field fˆab near i such that we have fˆab = pNab+ R¯
N+1
ab for any N
with a smooth remainder term such that R¯N+1ab (x) = O(|x|N+1) as |x| → 0. This implies
that
Σab = ρ
2 fab,
with fab = fˆab+ fˇab, where fˇab(0) = 0, fˇab(x) = |x|−4 RN+1ab − R¯N+1ab if x 6= 0 for arbitrary
N ∈ N. It follows that fˇab(x) = |x|−4 f˜ab with a smooth function f˜ab that vanishes at i
together with its derivatives of any order. The same property follows then for fˇab, which
implies that fab is smooth.
8 The overdeterminedness
In the following we assume that the field fab extends smoothly to a neighbourhood of i. It
remains to study the problems arising from the overdeterminedness of the basic equation
and the need to find Daω(i). It turns out that the analysis simplifies if we use instead of
fab the field
tab = fab + sab =
1
ρ2
(DaDbρ− s hab + ρ sab), (8.1)
which also is smooth and has various important properties. Equations (3.6) and (3.17)
show that tab is as a conformal density of conformal weight −1,
tab[ϑ
−2 h] = ϑ tab[h], (8.2)
and it follows from (3.18) and the Bianchi identity that, independent of the scaling of h,
Datab = 0. (8.3)
The tensors tab and Bab =
1
2 Bacd ǫb
cd share these properties and they are in fact related
by (3.20), which can be written
Babc = ρD[btc]a +D
eρ (te[b hc]a + 2 he[b tc]a), (8.4)
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or in space spinor notation
bABCD = ρDA
H tBCDH + 2D(A
Hρ tBCD)H , (8.5)
where we write
BABCDEF = −1
2
(bABCE ǫDF + bABDF ǫCE),
so that
bABCE = −BABCFE F = D(A HsBCE)H . (8.6)
(The spinor bABCD differs by a constant factor from the spinor obtained by directly trans-
lating the frame form of Bab =
1
2 Bacd ǫb
cd with the van der Waerden symbols into a spinor
field). Another property which tab has in common with Bab is the following.
The metric h is locally conformally flat near i if and only if tab vanishes on some neigh-
bourhood of i.
In fact, it follows from (8.4) that Babc vanishes on open sets on which tab vanishes. Con-
versely, on a sufficiently small neighbourhood of i on which Babc = 0 there exists a con-
formal gauge such that hab is flat near i. Then sab = 0 there and also fab = 0 because the
flat data are Schwarzschild data whence static in the preferred conformal gauge. 
The relation between Babc and tab can be reversed at the point i in the sense that
equation (8.4) allows us to obtain an expression for tab and its derivatives at i in terms of
derivatives of Babc and lower order terms at i. At the lowest orders this is seen as follows.
Taking a derivative of (8.4) at i gives
DdBabc(i) = −2µ (td[b hc]a + 2 hd[b tc]a), (8.7)
whence
tac(i) = − 1
3µ
DbBabc(i) resp. tABCD(i) =
1
3µ
DA
HBBCDH(i). (8.8)
The relation{
DcBba +
2
3
(D[aBc]b +D[bBc]a)
}
(i) = D(cBba)(i) = D{cBba}(i) = 0,
implies that
DcBba(i) 6= 0 iff DbBabc(i) 6= 0 iff tab(i) 6= 0. (8.9)
Taking a second derivative of (8.4) at i gives
DeDdBabc(i)
= −2µ {hedD[b tc]a +De (td[b hc]a + 2 hd[b tc]a) +Dd(te[b hc]a + 2 he[b tc]a)}.
The only non-trivial contractions are
DfD
fBabc(i) = −14µD[btc]a(i), (8.10)
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and
DeDfBa
f
c(i) = DfDeBa
f
c(i) = −µ (4De tca + 2D[e tc]a + 2D[e ta]c),
which implies
De tac(i) = − 1
4µ
DeDfBa
f
c − 1
14µ
DfD
fB(ac)e. (8.11)
Because
DfBafc =
1
2
DfDfsca − 1
8
DaDcR− 1
2
sh csha − 1
6
Rsac +
1
2
Rh a
f
csfh +
1
24
∆hRhac,
whence
DfBa
f
c = DfB(a
f
c), DfBh
fh = 0, (8.12)
the right hand side of (8.11) reflects indeed the algebraic properties on tab.
More generally, observing (2.6) and the fact that the equation for ρ implies that
DaDbDcρ(i) = 0, it follows with (8.4) for q ≥ 2
Ddq+2 . . .Dd1Babc(i) = (8.13)
= −2µ


∑
1≤i<j≤q+2
hdidjDdq+2 . . . Dˆdj . . . Dˆdi . . .Dd1D[b tc]a
+
∑
1≤i≤q+2
Ddq+2 . . . Dˆdi . . .Dd1(tdi[b hc]a + 2 hdi[b tc]a)

+ Lq−1,
where Lq−1 denotes an expression which is linear in the derivatives Dcj . . .Dc1 tab(i),
0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1, and linear in the terms Del . . .De1 ρ(i), 0 ≤ l ≤ q + 3. The structure
of the term in curly brackets suggests that (8.8), (8.11) and the equations above can be
used successively to obtain formulas for Dcq+1 . . . Dc1 tab(i) in terms of a linear expression
in Ddq+2 . . . Dd1Babc(i) and terms in involving lower order derivatives of Babc and and
derivatives of ρ at i. We do not work out the details here.
Equation (8.4) implies furthermore
DaρDdρBad =
1
2
ρDaρDdρDbtca ǫd
bc,
so that, if h is real analytic, the holomorphic extension satisfies
DaρDdρBad|Ni = 0.
It follows that for real analytic metrics equation (8.4) holds if and only if the metric
satisfies condition (2.2) with p∗ =∞. We omit a discussion of the smooth case.
In terms of tab the basic equation (3.16) assumes the form
DaDbω − t hab + ω sab = ω2 tab[h]. (8.14)
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If we set
Υab[ω, h] = DaDbω − DcωD
cω
2ω
hab + ω Lab[h]− ω2 tab[h],
equations (3.5) and (8.14) are combined in the relation
Υab[ω, h] = 0. (8.15)
Equation (3.7) takes in terms of tab the form
Σab[h
′, ρ′] = − ρ
2
ω3
Υab[h, ω]. (8.16)
This follows by using equations (2.8), (2.9), (8.1) to write Σab[h, ρ] = ρ
2 (tab − sab) and
equations (3.5), (8.15) to obtain (3.8) in the form Σˆ[h, ω] = Υab[h, ω] + ω
2 (tab − sab).
Equation (8.15) implies a conformal staticity criterion in terms of the conformal density
tab.
Lemma 8.1 If the metric h is analytic it is conformal to a static datum if and only if
there exists a conformal factor satisfying ω(i) = 1 and
Rab[ω
−2 h] = ω tab[h].
Proof: As an immediate consequence of the general transformation law
Lab[ω
−2 h] = Lab[h] + ω−1DaDbω − 1
2
ω−2DcωDcω hab,
of the Schouten tensor and the behaviour (8.2) of tab the relation (8.15) is seen to be
equivalent to ω tab[h] = tab[ω
−2 h] = Lab[ω−2 h].

If h were real analytic and there existed a solution to (8.15) with ω(i) = 1 and some
value of the differential Daω(i), it would then be given in i-centered normal coordinates
xa by the function
ωˆ = 1 +
∑
p≥1
1
p!
xap . . . xa1 Dap . . . Da1ω(i),
where the Da denote covariant derivatives in the directions of an orthonormal frame which
is parallely propagated along the geodesics through i and the covariant derivatives of ω
are obtained sucessively by taking formal derivatives of equation (8.15) and restricting to
i. One might think of using this procedure to construct a solution. The function ωˆ is
determined, however, by the symmetrized coefficients D(ap . . .Da1)ω(i) only and without
further information it is not clear whether the covariant derivatives Dap . . .Da1 ωˆ(i) coin-
cide with the coefficients Dap . . . Da1ω(i) obtained by taking formal derivatives of (8.15).
This corresponds to the fact that apart from the choice of the scaling factor and its differ-
ential at a given point a conformal gauge is fixed in general uniquely at all orders at that
point by imposing conditions on the symmetrized covariant derivatives of the Ricci tensor
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([18], [40]) or the Schouten tensor ([35]) at that point. Whether the assumption (2.2) with
p∗ =∞ allows us to say more is not clear and we proceed along different lines.
With the expression Υab in (8.15) we get
DcΥab = DcDaDbω − ω−1ΥcdDdω hab +Ddω (Lcd hab + hdc Lab)
+ωDcLab − ω2Dctab − ωDdω (tdc hab + 2 hdc tab),
whence
ω−1D[cΥa]b + ω−2DdωΥd[c ha]b (8.17)
= Bbca − ωD[cta]b −Ddω (td[c ha]b + 2 hd[c ta]b).
It follows that equation (8.15) can only hold if the function ω satisfies the compatibility
condition
Bbca = ωD[cta]b +D
dω (td[c ha]b + 2 hd[c ta]b). (8.18)
The relations (8.8), (8.11), (8.13) and equation (8.18) suggest that the requirement
of conformal staticity induces restrictions on the conformal structure of the metric h in
terms of a sequence of differential relations on the Cotton tensor at the point i, whose
lowest order member would be given by
Bbca = − 1
14µ
ωDfD
fBbca − 1
3µ
Ddω(DfBdf [c ha]b + 2 hd[cD
fBa]fb) at i.
These relations involve besides the expansion coefficients of the Cotton tensor also those of
ω, however, and one would have to determine those in accordance with (8.15) and (8.18)
to obtain conditions expressed entirely in terms of h and its derived structures.
We shall concentrate instead on analyzing equation (8.18), considered as a differential
equation for ω. We note that this equation is implicit, highly overdetermined and a priori
a solution to it need not even satisfy the equation Υab = 0 because (8.18) and (8.17) only
imply
ωD[cΥa]b +D
dωΥd[c ha]b = 0.
8.1 Analysis of the compatibility condition.
Using (8.4) we can rewrite (8.18) near i in the form
ζe (te[c ha]b + 2 he[c ta]b) = −D[cta]b, (8.19)
with
ζa = Daχ, χ = log(ω − ρ).
We need to understand now the conditions under which equation (8.19) can be solved for a
smooth 1-form ζa, the conditions which ensure this 1-form to be closed so that we can write
ζa = Daχ with a function χ satisfying χ(i) = 1, and finally whether the function ω = e
χ+ρ
so obtained does indeed satisfy equation (8.15). We shall discuss these questions in two
different ways. The first method, which imposes right at the beginning a non-degeneracy
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condition, gives concise expressions and illustrates the overall argument. The second
method, discussed in section 8.3 gives more detailed information but also requires more
detailed information on the underlying structure.
Because tab is symmetric there exist at each point orthogonal eigenvectors ξ
a, λa, ρa
with corresponding real eigenvalues α, β γ (satisfying α + β + γ = 0 because ta
a = 0) so
that
ta b ξ
b = α ξa, ta b λ
b = β λa, ta b ρ
b = γ ρa.
We assume that
α 6= β 6= γ 6= α, (8.20)
at the point i. This condition will then also be satisfied and tab t
ab = α2 + β2 + γ2 6= 0 on
some neighbourhood U of i. This requirement is not particularly restrictive. By (8.9) it
reduces to the condition that the derivative DbBabc of the Cotton tensor symmetrizes with
three different eigenvalues at i. As discussed in more detail below, the assumption (8.20)
excludes in particular the situations in which the map of static data onto their conformal
classes is not 1 : 1. Moreover, it fixes our problem uniquely.
On U the equation resulting from the contraction of (8.19) with tab can then be written
Daχ (δ
a
b − T a b) = −
tcdD[btc]d
tef tef
with T a b =
3
2
ta c t
c
b
tde tde
.
We note that these three equations are not necessarily equivalent to the original five
equations. Any solution to (8.19) will solve the equation above but the latter may admit
solutions χ which do not solve (8.19).
The tensor T a b, with the given index position, is conformally invariant,
T a b[ϑ
−2 h] = T a b[h].
The matrix T = (T a b) is symmetric with respect to the symmetric form defined by h and
with the notation above we have
T a b ξ
a = u ξa, T a b λ
a = v λa, T a b ρ
a = w ρa,
with
u =
3α2
2 (α2 + β2 + γ2)
, v =
3 β2
2 (α2 + β2 + γ2)
w =
3 γ2
2 (α2 + β2 + γ2)
.
The eigenvalues u, v, w are independent of the scaling of h. The relations
1− u = (β − γ)
2
2 (α2 + β2 + γ2)
, 1− v = (γ − α)
2
2 (α2 + β2 + γ2)
, 1− w = (α− β)
2
2 (α2 + β2 + γ2)
,
imply
0 ≤ u, v, w < 1, if α 6= β 6= γ 6= α,
u = 1, 0 < v, w < 1 if β = γ = −1
2
α 6= 0.
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In the first case, which is considered here, the matrix 1 − T is invertible on U with an
inverse whose entries are given by
Ma b = (1 +
∞∑
k=1
T k)a b, (8.21)
where the series is normally convergent with respect to the operator norm implied by the
standard Euclidean norm on R3. The invertibility being given, it follows from Cramer’s
rule that the functions Ma b and thus the components of ζa are smooth resp. real analytic
on U if h is. Our equation can thus be written
Daχ = −
tcdD[btc]d
tef tef
M b a. (8.22)
8.2 Conformal staticity and asymptotic conformal
staticity criteria.
The relation above gives rise to a criterion which characterizes initial data satisfying the
requirement (iv’) of Definition 2.1.
Theorem 8.2 Suppose the metric hab is real analytic near i and the dual Bab of its Cotton
tensor satisfies at the point i the condition
D{a1 · · ·Dap Bab}(i) = 0 for p = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . (8.23)
Suppose furthermore that h is generic in the sense that the map associated with the con-
formal density tab defined by (8.1) has three simple eigenvalues at i. Then h is conformal
to asymptotically flat static vacuum data near i if and only if
(i) the 1-form
κ = κa dx
a with κa =
tcdD[btc]d
tef tef
M b a,
with Ma b given by (8.21), is closed, i.e.
D[aκb] = 0, (8.24)
and
(ii) the integral χ defined by
Daχ = −κa, χ(i) = 0, (8.25)
satisfies the equation
0 = DaDbχ+DaχDbχ+ Lab − (eχ + 2 ρ) tab (8.26)
+
1
eχ + ρ
{
1
3
∆hρ+
1
12
ρR− 1
2
eχDcχD
cχ−DcχDcρ
}
hab.
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Proof: Equation (8.22) implies that (8.24) must be required. This being satisfied we can
integrate χ and set ω = eχ + ρ so that ω(i) = 1. Using then the equation
DaDbρ− DcρD
cρ
2 ρ
hab + ρLab − ρ2 tab = 0, (8.27)
which combines (2.8) (where ρˇ = 0 by the analyticity assumption) and (8.1), a direct
calculation shows that the function ω does in fact satisfy the critical equation in the form
(8.15) and, as a consequence, the compatibility condition (8.18). This calculation also
shows that (8.26) must be required because the right hand side of (8.26) is just a rewrite
of e−χΥab in terms of χ.

It is not clear to what extent conditions (8.23) and (8.24) are independent of each
other. This requires further analysis. Similarly, it is not clear whether the conformally
invariant conditions (8.23) and (8.24) suffice to characterize h as conformally static vacuum
data so that (8.26) would just be a consequence.
If (8.24) holds, there remains no freedom. The problem of solving the overdetermined
non-linear PDE (8.15) for ω is replaced here, however, by the problem of integrating the
linear equation (8.25) for χ along the geodesics through the point i, and to checking
whether χ does indeed solve (8.26). The integration could be avoided if equation (8.26)
could be expressed directly in terms of κa. This equation contains, however, χ explicitly
and this makes sense because only one of the potentials for κa can possibly represent the
desired solution ω to (8.15).
There is a further reason which suggest that a check of (8.15) is needed. With the
assumption (8.20) equation (8.18) determines Daω(i) uniquely if there exits a solution at
all and in that case it must hold Daω(i) = Daχ(i) with the differential of χ determined
(uniquely) by (8.22). However, because the latter equation is obtained by a contraction of
(8.19) with tab it is a priori not clear that a solution to (8.22) provides in fact a solution
to (8.18) resp. (8.15).
We note that if h is conformally static and given in the conformal gauge in which
tab = sab a direct calculation using equation (2.11) with Ξbca = 0 gives in fact κa =
−Da(log(1− ρ)) so that ω = 1, as to be expected.
The field κa does not satisfy a homogeneous transformation law under conformal
rescalings, it holds
κa[ϑ
−2h] = κa[h] +Da(log ϑ).
With ϑ(i) = 1 this gives the expected transformation behaviour
ω[ϑ−2h] = ϑ−1 ω[h].
The transformation law of κa implies
D[aκb][ϑ
−2h] = D[aκb][h].
This conformal invariance shows that (8.24) imposes in fact only a restriction on the
conformal structure of h.
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To simplify the criterion and to understand the nature of its conditions it would be
desirable to obtain a simple expression for D[aκb]. Writing
Lb =
tcdD[btc]d
tef tef
,
and contracting D[aκb] twice with δ
a
b − T a b we obtain (8.24) in the form
0 = D[aLb] − Tc[aDcLb] + LcM c d (D[a T d b] − Te[aDe T d b]).
This must be understood as a differential relation for tab because the field La reads more
explicitly
La =
1
4
Da log(tcd t
cd)− 1
3
De log(tcd t
cd)T e a − 1
3
De T
e
a,
and there is no way to express tcd t
cd in terms of T a b.
In the case of C∞- data an analysis related to the one above supplies a characterization
of data that satisfy the requirements of part (ii’) of Definition 2.1.
Theorem 8.3 Suppose the metric hab is smooth near i, its Cotton tensor satisfies at the
point i condition (8.23) and h is generic in the sense that the map associated with the
conformal density tab defined by (8.1) has three simple eigenvalues at i. Then the metric
h is conformal to vacuum data which are weakly asymptotically static, if for all k, j ∈ N:
(i) the 1-form κ of Theorem 8.2 satisfies
D[aκb] = O(|x|k), (8.28)
(ii) the C∞ function χ which is given near i in i-centered, h-normal coordinates xa by
χ(x) = −
∫ 1
0
f(τx)
dτ
τ
with f(x) = xa κa(x), (8.29)
satisfies
DaDbχ+DaχDbχ+ Lab − (eχ + 2 ρ) tab (8.30)
+
1
eχ + ρ
{
1
3
∆hρ+
1
12
ρR− 1
2
eχDcχD
cχ−DcχDcρ
}
hab = O(|x|j),
as |x| → 0
Proof: For any C∞ function f(x) defined for xa close to xa(i) = 0 the notation f = O∞x∗
will mean in the following that f(x) = O(|x− x∗|k) as xa → xa∗ for all k ∈ N.
By equation (8.29) the function χ satisfies χ(i) = 0 and for |τ | and |x| sufficiently
small
0 = −2
(
d
dτ
χ(τ x) + xaκa(τ x)
)
= DaΓ (Daχ+ κa)(τ x).
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With (8.28) this allows us to derive the relation
DbD
aΓ (Daχ+ κa) +D
aΓDa (Dbχ+ κb) = O∞0 .
Restricting the left hand side and its derivatives of higher order to i thus implies
Daχ+ κa = O∞0 ,
so that the necessary condition (8.22) for conformal staticity is satisfied asymptotically.
In terms of ω = eχ + ρ relation (8.30) reads e−χΥ[ω, h] = O∞0 which is equivalent to
the asymptotic versions
2ω t−DaωDaω + 1
6
R[h]ω2 = O∞0 , DaDbω − t hab + ω sab − ω2tab = O∞0 ,
of (3.5) and (3.16) resp. (8.14).
Because no particular conformal gauge has be employed so far, we can now conveniently
assume that the scaling of h has been chosen such that ω − 1 = O∞0 .
The equations above then reduce to
R[h] = O∞0 , Σab[h, ρ] = O∞0 ,
and imply by (2.12) the relation Ξab = O∞0 , which reads in terms of space spinors as a
relation for the trace free part sABCD of the Ricci spinor
(1− ρ)DA F sBCDF − 2 sF (ABC DD) F ρ = O∞0 .
The following conclusions follow from the analysis of [27]. For given j ∈ N, j ≥ 2, the
relation above allows us to express the covariant derivatives of sABCD up to order j, and
thus the derivatives of the fields hab and ρ up to order j + 2, uniquely in terms of the
formal null data
ψABCD = sABCD(i), ψAnBn . . .A1B1ABCD = D(AnBn . . . DA1B1sABCD)(i), n = 1, 2, . . . j.
If these data satisfy a certain decay condition as j → ∞, the metric is real analytic,
represents in fact a (conformal) static vacuum field with mass m near i, and there is
nothing further to show. If the decay condition is not satisfied we argue as follows. The
null data above can be complemented (in a rather arbitrary way) by symmetric spinors
ψAnBn . . .A1B1ABCD , j + 1 ≤ n <∞,
such that the decay condition is satisfied. The complete set of null data then defines a
(conformal) static vacuum field h∗ab with massm near i so that the h
∗-covariant derivatives
of s∗ABCD of order ≤ j coincide at i with the h-covariant derivatives of sABCD at i and
ψAnBn . . .A1B1ABCD = D
∗
(AnBn
. . . D∗A1B1s
∗
ABCD)(i), j + 1 ≤ n <∞.
It follows that hab−h∗ab and ρ− ρ∗ vanish at orders ≤ j+2 at i and the fields (cf. (2.19))
h˜ab =
µ2 (1 +
√
ρ)4
ρ2
hab, v∗ =
1−√ρ∗
1 +
√
ρ∗
and h˜∗ab =
µ2 (1 +
√
ρ∗)4
ρ2∗
h∗ab,
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satisfy v∗ → 1 as |z| → ∞ and
Rab[h˜∗]− 1
v∗
D˜∗aD˜∗bv∗ = 0, ∆h˜∗v
∗ = 0, |hab − h∗ab| = O
(
1
|z|j+2
)
as |z| → ∞,
where the fields on the left hand side are given in the coordinates za = x
a
|x|2 in which h˜ab,
h˜∗ab explicitly satisfy the asymptotic flatness condition. 
8.3 Some facts underlying the staticity criterion.
To exhibit some of the conditions on the conformal structure implicit in (8.24), to under-
stand better the role of the non-degeneracy condition (8.20), and to derive a more explicit
form of (8.24) we discuss the relevant equations now in more detail. It will be convenient
to write (8.19) in terms of space spinors. In view of (8.3) it reads then
2 ζ(A
HtBCD)H = −DA H tBCDH , (8.31)
with
ζAB = DABχ, χ = log(ω − ρ).
To analyse the pointwise restrictions induced by this equation on the derivatives of tABCD
we consider at a given point a covector ζAB 6= 0 and analyse the map tABCD → ζ(A HtBCD)H
acting on symmetric spinors. It holds
ζ(A
HtBCD)H =
1
4
(ζA
HtBCDH + ζD
HtABCH + ζC
HtDABH + ζB
HtCDAH) (8.32)
= ζA
HtBCDH +
3
4
ǫA(B tCD)HK ζ
HK .
Thus
ζ(A
HtBCD)H = 0, (8.33)
if and only if
ζA
HtBCDH = −3
4
ǫA(B tCD)HK ζ
HK .
With ζAB ζ
CB = 12 ζHK ζ
HK ǫA
C , this is seen to be equivalent to
1
2
ζHK ζ
HK tBCDE = −ζA E ζA HtBCDH = 3
4
ζE(B tCD)HK ζ
HK . (8.34)
This implies
0 = ζHK ζ
HK tECD
E = ζE (C tD)EHK ζ
HK ,
which is equivalent to the existence of a real factor f such that
ζE C tDEHK ζ
HK = ζHK ζ
HK f ǫCD,
whence
tABHK ζ
HK = −2 f ζAB.
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Observing this in (8.34) we get the representation
tBCDE = − 3 f
ζHK ζHK
ζ(EB ζCD), (8.35)
which implies in turn (8.33).
Let λAB = λ(AB) 6= 0 be a real spinor field with ζAB λAB = 0. Then ζBA λC B =
ζB(A λC)
B whence
tBCDE λ
DE =
f
ζHK ζHK
(ζE B ζCD λE
D + ζE C ζDB λE
D)
=
f
ζHK ζHK
(ζE B ζED λC
D + ζE C ζDE λB
D) = f λBC .
It follows that tABCD 6= 0 satisfies (8.33) if and only if it is of the form (8.35) so that the
map ξAB → tAB CD ξCD has a simple eigenvalue α = −2 f 6= 0 with eigenvector ζAB and
eigenvalues β = γ = f with eigenvectors orthogonal to ζAB .
Consider now (8.31) as an equation for the covector ζAB with tABCD and DA
H tBCDH
given at a fixed point q. Depending on the (real) eigenvalues α, β, γ of the map ξAB →
tAB CD(p) ξ
CD three different cases can occur.
− The map has no simple eigenvalue. Because tab is trace free his happens only if tab(q) =
0. The formulas (8.8), (8.11), (8.13) and the subsequent discussion show that this case
requires a quite detailed analysis of situations in which tab and the Cotton tensor vanish
up to some given orders p resp. p + 1 at i. The discussion in [27] shows that there do in
fact exist conformally static data for which p is arbitrarily large. We shall not consider
this case any further here.
− tab(q) 6= 0 and the map has eigenvalues
β = γ = −1
2
α = f 6= 0. (8.36)
Assume that the covectors ξ∗AB and ξAB solve 2 ξ(A
H tBCD)H = −DA H tBCDH at q. Then
ζAB = ξ
∗
AB − ξAB satisfies (8.33) and we can have the situation where ζAB 6= 0 and thus
ζAB tABCD = α ζBC . All solutions to 2 ξ(A
H tBCD)H = −DA H tBCDH at the point q
are then of the form ξAB = c ζAB + ξ
∗
AB where ξ
∗
AB is a given solution and c ∈ R. Such
situations occur at the point q = i in particular in the case of the exceptional static data,
which admit non-trivial conformal rescalings that yield again static data ([28], [29]). This
case requires a detailed analysis because the number of simple eigenvalues may change
with near i. We shall make some observations about this case but not analyse it in detail.
− tab(q) 6= 0 and the map has simple eigenvalues,
α 6= β 6= γ 6= α with α+ β + γ = 0. (8.37)
This condition will then also be satisfied on some neighbourhood of q. The set of metrics
with this property is open in any topology on the set of metrics under consideration in
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which Babc is C
1-tensor field. It is non-empty because, as we have seen above, tab(i) =
sab(i) for static data, for which sab(i) can be prescribed arbitrarily as part of their null
data ([27]).
In the following we shall mainly be concerned with the case where (8.37) holds on
some neighbourhood of i. The discussion of (8.33) shows that if there exists a solution
ζAB to 2 ζ(A
H tBCD)H = −DA H tBCDH at i, it is unique.
The question about Daω(i) raised in section 3 thus finds a complete answer if (8.37) holds
at i. If for a given metric h satisfying this condition there exists a solution to our problem
near i then it is unique. In the case (8.36) the possible values of Da(i) are restricted
to the extent to which this is consistent with the results of [28], [29]. In the cases in
which tab(i) = 0 we may expect restrictions on Daω(i), depending on the structure of the
non-vanishing derivative of Babc of lowest order at i.
Denote by ξAB , λAB , ηAB an orthogonal frame of eigenvectors of tABCD with corre-
sponding eigenvalues α, β, γ which are normalized so that
ξAB ξ
AB = λAB λ
AB = ηAB η
AB = −2, (8.38)
whence
ξAB ξ
CB = λAB λ
CB = ηAB η
CB = − ǫA C ,
and assume the frame to be oriented such that
ηAB = i ξEA λB
E , ξAB = i λEA ηB
E , λAB = i ηEA ξB
E . (8.39)
We consider first the case (8.36) so that tABCD ξ
CD = −2 f ξAB. Then
tABCD =
f
2
(2 ξAB ξCD − λAB λCD − ηAB ηCD) = f
2
(ξAB ξCD + ξAD ξBC + ξAC ξDB),
(8.40)
where second equation is obtained by using the different representations
ǫAC ǫBD + ǫAD ǫBC = 2 hABCD = − (ξAB ξCD + λAB λCD + ηAB ηCD),
of the metric. It holds
ξ(A
E tBCD)E = 0, λ(A
E tBCD)E = −3
2
i f η(AB ξCD), η(A
E tBCD)E =
3
2
i f ξ(AB λCD).
The expansion
ζAB = x ξAB + y λAB + z ηAB , (8.41)
thus implies
−2 ζ(A E tBCD)E = 3 i f
(
y η(AB ξCD) − z ξ(AB λCD)
)
,
so that of the five free constants which define a general totally symmetric spinor of rank four
only two are available on the right hand side. It follows that equation (8.31), considered
as an algebraic equation for the covector ζAB, can be solved at points where tABCD has
the form (8.40) if and only if
DA
H tBCDH = i {b (ξAB λCD + λAB ξCD) + c (ξAB ηCD + ηAB ξCD)}, (8.42)
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at these points with some real coefficients b, c.
Assume now that tABCD satisfies (8.37) so that
tABCD = −1
2
(α ξAB ξCD + β λAB λCD + γ ηAB ηCD) . (8.43)
Using again the expansion (8.41) and observing that
ξ(A
H tBCD)H = − i
2
(β − γ)λ(AB ηCD)
λ(A
H tBCD)H = − i
2
(γ − α) η(AB ξCD)
η(A
H tBCD)H = − i
2
(α− β) ξ(AB λCD),
we get
−2 ζ(A H tBCD)H = i {x (β − γ)λ(AB ηCD) + y (γ − α) η(AB ξCD) + z (α− β) ξ(AB λCD)},
so that we must have
DA
H tBCDH = i {x (β−γ)λ(AB ηCD)+y (γ−α) η(AB ξCD)+z (α−β) ξ(AB λCD)}. (8.44)
Assuming a general expansion
DA
H tBCDH = i {a ξAB ξCD + d λAB λCD + f ηAB ηCD
+b (ξAB λCD + λAB ξCD) + c (ξAB ηCD + ηAB ξCD) + e (ηAB λCD + λAB ηCD)},
with real coefficients such that a + d + f = 0 (to make the expression on the right hand
side symmetric) and observing the relations
ξAB λ(AB ηCD) = 0, ξ
AB η(AB ξCD) = −ηCD, ξAB ξ(AB λCD) = −λCD,
λAB λ(AB ηCD) = −ηCD, λAB η(AB ξCD) = 0, λAB ξ(AB λCD) = −ξCD,
ηAB λ(AB ηCD) = −λCD, ηAB η(AB ξCD) = −ξCD, ηAB ξ(AB λCD) = 0,
we conclude by contracting both expressions above with the frame vectors that (8.44)
implies the conditions
a = d = f = 0, b =
1
2
z (α− β), c = 1
2
y (γ − α), e = 1
2
x (β − γ).
While the last three conditions can be satisfied by suitable choices of x, y, z, the first
three conditions imply obstructions if not satisfied. Translating the previous result into
the present notation we can state the results as follows.
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Lemma 8.4 At points of W , where tABCD has simple eigenvalues α, β, γ with corre-
sponding eigenvectors ξAB, λAB, ηAB, equation (8.31), considered as an algebraic equation
for the covector ζAB, is solvable if and only if
ξAB ξCDDA
H tBCDH = 0, λ
AB λCDDA
H tBCDH = 0, η
AB ηCDDA
H tBCDH = 0,
(8.45)
so that DA
H tBCDH has an expansion
DA
H tBCDH =
i {b (ξAB λCD + λAB ξCD) + c (ξAB ηCD + ηAB ξCD) + e (ηAB λCD + λAB ηCD)}. (8.46)
Necessary for this to be true is that tABCDDA
H tBCDH = 0.
At points at which tABCD has simple eigenvalue α = −2 f 6= 0, and eigenvalues
γ = β = f with respective (orthogonal) eigenvectors ξAB , λAB , ηAB equation (8.31) is
solvable if and only if the conditions above hold and in addition the equation
λAB ηCDDA
H tBCDH = 0,
holds, so that DA
H tBCDH has an expansion
DA
H tBCDH = i {b (ξAB λCD + λAB ξCD) + c (ξAB ηCD + ρAB ηCD)}.
The condition above can be understood as differential relations relating tab and Datbc.
While these allow us with the assumption (8.37) to obtain pointwise expressions for a
covector ζAB they do not tell us whether this field of covectors is in fact a differential of
some function.
The conditions above only depend on the conformal class of h. While the eigenvalues
and the (normalized) eigenvectors transform under a rescaling hab → hˆab = ϑ2 hab, ρ →
ρˆ = ϑ ρ as conformal densities, it holds
Dˆatˆbc − Dˆbtˆac = ϑ−1(Datbc −Dbtac)
−ϑ−2 (Ddϑ (tda hbc − tdb hac) + 2 (Daϑ tbc −Dbϑac)) .
In terms of space spinors this implies that tABCD changes up to multiplicative factors by
an additive term of the form
D(A
Hϑ tBCD)H .
It holds, however,
ξAB ξCDD(A
Hϑ tBCD)H =
1
3
(ξAB ξCD + ξAD ξBC + ξAC ξDB)DA
Hϑ tBCDH
= ξAB ξCDDA
Hϑ tBCDH = α ξ
AB ξBHDA
Hϑ = 0,
and similarly λAB λCDD(A
Hϑ tBCD)H = 0, η
AB ηCDD(A
Hϑ tBCD)H = 0. Moreover,
λAB ηCDD(A
Hϑ tBCD)H =
1
2
(λAB ηCD + λCD ηAB)DA
Hϑ tBCDH
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=
i
2
(γ − β) ξAB DABϑ = 0 if γ = β.
In the following we will need to take derivatives of the eigenvalue functions and eigen-
vector fields. It will then always be assumed that the eigenvalues are simple, because in
that case we have the following result.
Lemma 8.5 If no two eigenvalues coincide near i, the eigenvalues and the eigenvector
fields (as normalized above) are smooth (real analytic) near the point i if h is.
Proof: We only discuss the analytic case here, the smooth case is similar. Let xa denote
real analytic coordinates on W . Because the eigenvalues are simple we can assume that
they define functions α = α(xa), β = β(xa), γ = γ(xa) such that α(xa) > β(xa) > γ(xa)
for xa near xa∗ = x
a(i). These functions are then real analytic. In fact, for given value
of xa the eigenvalues are the zeros of the polynomial P (xa, z) = det(tc b(x
a) − z hc b(xa))
in z ∈ R. The function P of xa and z is real analytic and because the eigenvalues are
simple the derivatives P,z(x
a, z) do not vanish for xa near xa∗ if z coincides with one of the
eigenvalues. The assertion thus follows from the implicit function theorem.
Let W × R2 ∋ (xc, uA) → ξa(xc, uA) ∈ TW be a real analytical embedding into the
tangent bundle such that ξa ξ
a = −2 for (xc, uA) ∈ W × R2 and consider the analytic
function fa(xc, uA) = ta b(x
c) ξb(xc, uA) − α(xc) ξa(xc, uA). If for some uA∗ the vector
ξb(xc∗, u
A
∗ ) is an eigenvector of t
a
b so that t
a
b(x
c
∗) ξ
b(xc∗, u
A
∗ ) − α(xc∗) ξa(xc∗, uA∗ ) = 0, the
matrix fa ,B(x
c∗, uA∗ ) has rank 2. Otherwise there would arise a contradiction to the as-
sumption that the eigenvalues are simple. In fact, there would exist νB 6= 0 such that
0 = fa ,B(x
c∗, uA∗ ) νB = ta b(xc∗) kb − α(xc∗) ka with ka = ξa ,B(xc∗, uA∗ ) νB. But ka 6= 0
because ξ is an embedding so that ka would be an eigenvector with eigenvalue α(xc∗),
orthogonal to to ξa(xc∗, u
A
∗ ) by the normalization of ξ. By the implicit function theorem
there exist then an analytic function uA = uA(xc) near xa = xa∗ such that the normalized
analytic vector field ξa(xc) ≡ ξa(xc, uA(xc)) satisfies ta b(xc) ξb(xc) = α(xc) ξa(xc).
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Conditions (8.45), which read more explicitly
α ξAB DC BξAC =
i
2
(β ηAB λCD − γ λAB ηCD)DAB ξCD,
β λAB DC BλAC =
i
2
(γ ξAB ηCD − α ηAB ξCD)DAB λCD,
γ ηAB DC BηAC =
i
2
(αλAB ξCD − β ξAB λCD)DAB ηCD,
do not impose conditions on the derivatives of the eigenvalues of tABCD and represent
only two independent conditions because tab is trace free.
With (8.5) conditions (8.45) imply near i the equivalent conformally invariant restrictions
ξAB ξCD bABCD = 0, λ
AB λCD bABCD = 0, η
AB ηCD bABCD = 0,
and thus in particular tABCD bABCD = 0. Furthermore one gets the relations
−i ξAB λCD bABCD = 4 b ρ+ (α− β) ηAB DABρ,
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−i λAB ηCD bABCD = 4 e ρ+ (β − γ) ξAB DABρ,
−i ηAB ξCD bABCD = 4 c ρ+ (γ − α)λAB DABρ,
The expansions (8.43) and (8.46) imply
b =
1
4
ηAB DAB α− i α
4
λAB DC A ξBC − γ
8
ξAB ηCDDAB ξCD, (8.47)
c =
1
4
λAB DAB γ − i γ
4
ξAB DC A ηBC − β
8
ηAB λCDDAB ηCD, (8.48)
e =
1
4
ξAB DAB β − i β
4
ηAB DC A λBC − α
8
λAB ξCDDAB λCD. (8.49)
Because of the equation Datab = 0, which reads more explicitly
DAB(α ξAB) = t
ABCDDAB ξCD, D
AB(β λAB) = t
ABCDDAB λCD,
DAB(γ ηAB) = t
ABCDDAB ηCD,
these equations can assume different forms. They can be used in the previous equations to
express the non-vanishing components of the Cotton tensor, which is of third order in the
metric, in terms of the function ρ, its differential, the eigenvalues and their differentials,
and the eigenframe fields and their derivatives.
In the case (8.37) suitable contractions of (8.44) with the frame vectors give the solu-
tion formula
ζAB = 2
(
e
β − γ ξAB +
c
γ − α λAB +
b
α− β ηAB
)
, (8.50)
and it follows from Lemma 8.5 that the right hand side of this equation and thus ζAB is
real analytic. If (8.46) holds, a direct calculation shows that the right hand side of (8.50)
coincides with the right hand side of (8.22).
Similarly we obtain in the case (8.36)
ζAB = x ξAB + 2
(
c
γ − α λAB +
b
α− β ηAB
)
,
where the coefficient x remains undetermined.
We can now require that the 1-form ζAB given by equation (8.50) be closed. This
condition is equivalent to DC (A ζB)C = 0. After contraction with the three independent
eigenvector fields it assumes with (8.50) the form
DAB
(
b
α− β λAB −
c
γ − α ηAB
)
= i
(
e
β − γ ξ
AB +
c
γ − α λ
AB +
b
α− β η
AB
)
DC A ξBC ,
DAB
(
e
β − γ ηAB −
b
α− β ξAB
)
= i
(
e
β − γ ξ
AB +
c
γ − α λ
AB +
b
α− β η
AB
)
DC A λBC ,
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DAB
(
c
γ − α ξAB −
e
β − γ λAB
)
= i
(
e
β − γ ξ
AB +
c
γ − α λ
AB +
b
α− β η
AB
)
DC A ηBC .
If these equations are written out more explicitly some of the derivatives may be reex-
pressed by using the relation DAB tABCD = 0. With (8.47), (8.48), (8.49), these equations
can be written as explicit differential conditions of second order on the eigenvalue functions
and the eigenframe fields.
9 Concluding remarks
In the case of general time reflection symmetric vacuum data the data u for the conformal
field equations are derived from the metric h and the conformal factor Ω determined by
(2.3), (2.4). These data include in particular the rescaled conformal Weyl tensor which
represents, in the conformal gauge in which space-like infinity is represented by the point
i, the most singular field comprised by u. In spinor notation it is given by
φABCD =
1
Ω2
(D(ABDCD)Ω+ Ω sABCD).
Near i it can be written in the form φABCD =
(
φ′ABCD + φ
W
ABCD
)
where the part φ′ABCD,
which carries only local information on the metric h, and the part φWABCD, which contains
global information on (S, h), have been referred to in [24] as the ‘massless’ and the ‘massive’
part of the rescaled Weyl spinor respectively. It holds
φWABCD = Γ
−2
{(
−3
2
Γ−1/2D(ABΓDCD)Γ + Γ1/2D(ABDCD)Γ
)
U W
+2Γ1/2
(
W D(ABΓDCD)U − 3U D(ABΓDCD)W
)
+2Γ3/2
(−U D(ABDCD)W −W D(ABDCD)U + 6D(ABU DCD)W + U W sABCD)
+2Γ2
(
−W D(ABDCD)W + 3D(ABW DCD)W + 1
2
W 2 sABCD
)}
,
so that φWABCD = O(Γ
−3/2) as Γ→ Γ(i) = 0. If h satisfies condition (∗) the massless part
is given in the notation of section 8 by
φ′ABCD = µ tABCD.
It is thus regular also in the gauge in which the massive part is strongly singular (this field
is in fact independent of µ, the factor µ only turns up on the right hand side because of
our definition of ρ in section 2).
In the conformal gauge used in the picture with the cylinder I and the boundary
I0 = S¯ ∩ I of the initial hypersurface these fields pick up a factor so that
φABCD =
̟3
Ω2
(D(ABDCD)Ω + Ω sABCD),
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with a function ̟ that behaves as
̟ = O(Γ1/2) as Γ→ Γ|I0 = 0.
With respect to the differential structure underlying this picture the field φABCD then
extends smoothly to I0. The unknown u comprises further fields (cf [24]) but the expression
above may suffice to illustrate the kind of operations needed in the transition from the
initial data (h,Ω) to the initial data u on S.
If h is conformally static so that, in the notation of sections 2 and 3, the field h′ = ω−2 h
satisfies the conformal static field equations Σab[h
′ ρ′] = 0, R[h′] = 0, the corresponding
vacuum data are given by
h˜∗ = Ω−2∗ h with Ω∗ =
ρ
µ (1 +
√
ρ
µ W )
2
where W =
√
µ
ω
,
and ω = µ
2
W 2 and h satisfy the equation Υab[ω, h] = 0.
Let (S, h) be conformal vacuum data as specified in the beginning of section 2. We
can then calculate from these the initial data u for the conformal field equations and
determine (in principle) the solution-jets JpI (u) in I. It is known that for low orders p
these will extend smoothly to the critical sets. Let pˆ be the lowest order at which this
is not the case any longer. There can be several reasons for this. It may happen that h
satisfies the conditions of the criterion so that h˜ is conformally static up to the relevant
order but it has a ‘wrong’ scaling. In that case the equation, Υab[ω, h] = 0, which may not
be solvable in a neighbourhood of i should at least be solvable up to the relevant order
and the situation can essentially be dealt with as in [47].
A new and most interesting situation occurs if the data turn out to be such that the
order pˆ corresponds to the first order at which one of the conditions of the criterion is
violated (the order pˆ of the solution-jet J pˆI (u) and the order at which the data h and Ω
enter the calculation of J pˆI (u) on I
0 must be carefully distinguished here). In this situation
one will have to inspect the expression of J pˆI (u) at I
± for the precise requirements which
need to be imposed on the data at I0 for the logarithmic terms to drop out. The critical
question then is whether these requirements comprise the conditions of our criterion and
the rescaling of the metric by the solution to the equation Υab[ω, h] = 0 up to the relevant
order. (The need to satisfy the conditions of the criterion may explain the observation in
[47] that several steps, involving the inspection of several Jp
′
I (u) with p
′ close to pˆ, were
needed to determine the correct scaling.) A positive answer would give strong evidence
that asymptotic staticity is the relevant regularity condition. Though it is hard to conceive
of a reasonable condition somehow positioned between (∗) and asymptotic staticity, a priori
we cannot exclude the possibility that such an unknown condition may be required for
regularity at higher orders.
10 Appendix
In the following we show that the conformal extensions of asymptotically flat Riemannian
manifolds considered in this article are unique up to conformal diffeomorphisms and that
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a conformal diffeomorphism which maps one such manifold onto another one with a con-
formal factor that is bounded induces a smooth conformal diffeomorphism of the extended
manifolds. The last statement is used to discuss data which satisfy requirements (i’) - (iv’)
of Definition 2.1 in terms of conformal extensions. Moreover, it strengthens the results of
[28], [29], where the existence of an extended conformal diffeomorphism has been assumed.
We note that the following arguments profited from [41] and the discussion of the Myers
Steenrod Theorem in [39].
Let (S˜, h˜) be a smooth (negative definite) Riemannian manifold of dimension n ≥
3 with one (for convenience) asymptotically flat end. It admits a conformal extension
if there exists a quintuple (S, i, h,Ω, κ) with the following properties. S is a smooth,
compact n-dimensional manifold and i a point in S, h is a smooth Riemannian metric and
Ω ∈ C2(S) ∩ C∞(S′), where S′ = S \ {i}, so that
Ω(i) = 0, dΩ(i) = 0, HesshΩ(i) = −γ h(i), Ω > 0 on S′,
with some constant γ > 0 and κ is a diffeomorphism S′ → S˜ which maps i-punctured
neighbourhoods of i in S onto neighbourhoods of the asymptotically flat end and satisfies
κ∗(h˜) = Ω−2 h on S′.
We note that in the statements above ‘smooth’ could be replaced by ‘real analytic’ and
the results below would then be obtained in the category of real analytic manifolds and
maps.
Proposition 10.1 Assume that (Sˆ, iˆ, hˆ, Ωˆ, κˆ) satisfies with respect to (S˜, h˜) the same
properties as (S, i, h,Ω, κ). Then there exist a smooth diffeomorphism φ : S → Sˆ and
a positive function Θ ∈ C∞(S) such that φ∗hˆ = Θ2 h.
Proof: By our assumptions the map φ = κˆ−1◦κ : S′ → Sˆ′ = Sˆ \ iˆ is a C∞ diffeomorphism
which extends to a homeomorphism φ : S → Sˆ by setting φ(i) = iˆ and it holds
φ∗(hˆ) = Θ2 h with Θ =
Ωˆ ◦ φ
Ω
on S′.
We show that Θ extends as a positive C∞-function to S. Because the definition above
leaves the freedom to perform rescalings (h,Ω) → (ϑ2h, ϑΩ) and similarly for (hˆ, Ωˆ) the
scalings of h and hˆ can be assumed such that R[h] = 0 and R[hˆ] = 0 on some open
neighbourhoods W and Wˆ of i and iˆ respectively with φ(W ) = Wˆ . Otherwise we choose
a conformal factor ϑ > 0 on S which in normal coordinates xa near i has the form
ϑ = 1+β |x|2 with a constant β < −anR[h](i)2n where an = n−24 (n−1) . The transformation law
∆hϑ− anR[h]ϑ = −an ϑ
n+2
n−2 R[h′] with h′ = ϑ
4
n−2 h,
then shows that R[h′] < 0 near i. We can thus assume that R[h] < 0 on some geodesics
ball Bα(i) with center i and sufficiently small radius α > 0. The Dirichlet problem for the
equation
∆hϑ− anR[h]ϑ = 0,
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on Bα(i) with positive data on ∂Bα(i) has then a unique solution, which is positive by
the strong maximum principle. Extending the function ϑ as a smooth positive function
to S we see by the transformation law above that the Ricci scalar R[h′] of the metric
h′ = ϑ
4
n−2 h vanishes on W ≡ Bα(i). An analogous rescaling can be performed of hˆ if
necessary. If α is small enough it can be arranged that φ(W ) = Wˆ .
Denoting the inverse of ψ by φ, we get for arbitrary f ∈ C2(Sˆ′) the relation
∆h(f ◦ φ) = (∆ψ∗h f) ◦ φ = (∆Σ2hˆ f) ◦ φ on S′ with Σ = (Θ ◦ ψ)−1.
Observing that
R[Σ2hˆ] ◦ φ = R[ψ∗h] ◦ φ = R[h],
and using the general transformation law of the conformally covariant Laplacian we get
(∆h − anR[h])(Θ−2+n2 (f ◦ φ)) = (∆h − anR[h])((Σ 2−n2 f) ◦ φ)
=
(
(∆Σ2hˆ − anR[Σ2hˆ]) (Σ
2−n
2 f)
)
◦ φ+ an
(
R[Σ2hˆ] ◦ φ−R[h]
)
(Σ
2−n
2 f) ◦ φ
=
(
Σ−
2+n
2 (∆hˆ − anR[hˆ]) f
)
◦ φ = Θ 2+n2
(
(∆hˆ − anR[hˆ]) f
)
◦ φ.
With the choice f = 1 this gives
∆h(Θ
n−2
2 ) = 0 on Bα(i) \ {i},
where Bα(i) ⊂W is a suitable h-geodesic ball with center i. Because Θ > 0 on Bα(i)\ {i}
a result of [34] applies which says that
Θ
n−2
2 = cG+ w on Bα(i) \ {i},
where c is a constant, G is a solution to ∆hG = δi on Bα(i), δi the Dirac measure with
weight 1 at i, and and w solves ∆hw = 0 on Bα(i). The function G has a singularity at i
which is such that
(Ω
n−2
2 G)(p)→ k = const. 6= 0 as p→ i.
Writing the equation above in the form
(Ωˆ ◦ φ)n−22 = Ωn−22 (cG+ w),
and observing that Ωˆ(φ(p)) → 0 as p → i we conclude that c = 0. Since Θ is positive on
∂Bα(i) it follows that w > 0 on Bα(i), Θ extends to a smooth positive function on Bα(i),
and h¯ ≡ Θ2 h defines a smooth Riemannian metric on Bα(i).
The homeomorphism φ of Bα(i) onto φ(Bα(i)) thus induces an isometry Bα(i) \ {i}
onto φ(Bα(i)) \ {iˆ}. We show that it extends smoothly to Bα(i). This is essentially a
consequence of the Myers Steenrod Theorem. Because the assumptions made there are
somewhat different from the situation given here, we include a proof.
Being an isometry, φ maps an h¯-geodesic γ(τ), τ > 0, in Bα(i)\{i} onto an hˆ-geodesic
φ(γ(τ)) in φ(Bα(i))\{iˆ}. If limτ→0 γ(τ) = i, continuity of φ implies that limτ→0 φ(γ(τ)) =
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iˆ. If limτ→0 ddτ γ = X , we set F (X) = limτ→0
d
dτ φ(γ). The properties of geodesics under
linear rescalings of affine parameters then imply that
F (cX) = c F (X), c ∈ R, ||F (X)||hˆ = ||X ||h¯. (10.1)
In particular, φ maps the h¯-geodesic ball Bα(i) onto the hˆ-geodesic ball Bα (ˆi).
F defines an isometry of TiS onto TiˆSˆ. To show this we consider a certain general
property of metrics. For suitably small α∗ > 0 denote by Bα(i) the h-geodesically convex
geodesic balls with center i and radius 0 < α ≤ α∗ and let xa be normal coordinates
with origin at i which cover these balls. In these coordinates we have ∂Bα(i) = {ya =
αxa|xa ∈ S2} where S2 ≡ {xa ∈ R3|xa xb δab = 1}. Because hab(xc) + δab = O(|x|2) we
can write for xa ∈ S2 and α ≤ α∗
hab(αx
c) = −δab + α
∫ 1
0
xd hab,d(s α x
c) ds.
Any C1 curve ya(τ) on ∂Bα(i) can be written in the form y
a(τ) = α za(τ) with za(τ) ∈ S2,
which gives
−hab(αxc) y˙a y˙b = α2
(
δab z˙
a z˙b − α z˙a z˙b
∫ 1
0
xd hab,d(s αx
c) ds
)
.
Because hab,d(0) = 0 we can choose α∗ so small that∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
0
xd hab,d(s α x
c) ds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 13 for 0 ≤ α ≤ α∗, xa ∈ S2,
which implies ∣∣∣∣z˙a z˙b
∫ 1
0
xd hab,d(s αx
c) ds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ δab z˙a z˙b.
For 0 < α ≤ α∗ < 1 this gives
√
(1− α)
√
δab z˙a z˙b ≤ 1
α
√
|hab(αxc) y˙a y˙b| ≤
√
(1 + α)
√
δab z˙a z˙b.
Let d denote the distance function on S2 associated with the pull back to S2 of the
euclidean metric δab on TiS and dα the distance function on ∂Bα(i) associated with the
pull-back to ∂Bα(i) of the metric hab on Bα(i).
Consider the geodesics γk(τ) = τ xk through i where xk ∈ S2, k = 1, 2, |τ | ≤ α∗ and
write γk(1) = xk. The estimates above imply then
√
(1− α) d(γ1(1), γ2(1)) ≤ 1
α
dα(γ1(α), γ2(α)) ≤
√
(1 + α) d(γ1(1), γ2(1)),
and thus, with Xk = γ˙k(0),
h(X1, X2) = cos(d(γ1(1), γ2(1))) = cos
(
lim
α→0
1
α
dα(γ1(α), γ2(α))
)
,
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and analogous relations hold with the metrics h¯ and hˆ. Since φ maps ∂Bα(i) isometrically
onto ∂Bα(ˆi) it follows that dˆα(φ(γ1)(α), φ(γ2)(α)) = d¯α(γ1(α), γ2(α)) for α > 0 which
implies in the limit above with the first of properties (10.1) that
hˆ(F (X), F (Y )) = h(X,Y ), X, Y ∈ TiS. (10.2)
A direct calculation using this relation then shows that
hˆ(F (X + Y )− F (X)− F (Y ), F (Z)) = 0, X, Y, Z ∈ TiS.
Since F maps by (10.2) an h¯-orthonormal basis X1, . . .Xn onto an hˆ-orthonormal basis,
letting Z take the values Xi allows us to conclude that F is a linear map.
The properties obtained so far imply that φ ◦ exp i = exp iˆ ◦ F on a neighbourhood of
the origin of TiS. It follows that φ extends to a smooth h¯ - hˆ - isometry resp. to a smooth
h - hˆ - conformal map at i.

Corollary 10.2 Let (S˜, h˜) and ( ˆ˜S,
ˆ˜
h) be smooth, asymptotically flat Riemannian spaces of
dimension n ≥ 3 which admit smooth conformal extensions (S, i, h,Ω, κ) and (Sˆ, iˆ, hˆ, Ωˆ, κˆ)
respectively in the sense described above and suppose that there exists a smooth diffeomor-
phism Φ : S˜ → ˆ˜S, which maps open neighbourhoods of space-like infinity in S˜ onto such
neighbourhoods in ˆ˜S and which satisfies
Φ∗
ˆ˜h = λ2 h˜,
with a conformal factor λ which satisfies
0 < λ ≤ K,
with some constant K > 0. Then there exists a smooth diffeomorphism φ : S → Sˆ which
satisfies φ∗(hˆ) = Θ2 h, Θ > 0, and Φ = κˆ ◦ φ ◦ κ−1.
Proof: The map φ = κˆ−1 ◦ Φ ◦ κ : S′ → Sˆ′ satisfies
φ∗(hˆ) = Θ2 h with Θ =
(Ωˆ ◦ φ) (λ ◦ κ)
Ω
> 0.
Again we can assume that the conformal extensions have been chosen such that R[h] and
R[hˆ] vanish on some neighbourhoods of Bα(i) of i and Bαˆ(ˆi) of iˆ respectively which satisfy
φ(Bα(i)) ⊂ Bαˆ(ˆi) and conclude that
Θ
n−2
2 = cG+ w on Bα(i) \ {i},
where c, G, and w satisfy the same conditions as above. Writing the equation above in
the form
(Ωˆ ◦ φ)n−22 (λ ◦ κ)n−22 = Ωn−22 (cG+ w),
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and observing that
Ωˆ(φ(p))→ 0 and (Ωn−22 G)(p)→ k = const. 6= 0 as p→ i,
we conclude that c = 0 because Ωˆ(φ(p)) · λ(κ(p))→ 0 as p→ i by our assumptions on λ.
As above it follows that Θ admits a smooth positive extension to i and φ admits a smooth
extension to i so that φ∗(hˆ) = Θ2 h.

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